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SUMMARY 
TASK FORCE STUDY OF THE STATUS OF WOMEN ON CAMPUS 
February 17, 1998 
The Task Force on the Status of Women at Western (initiated by then-president 
Thomas Meredi th) first convened on January 29, 1997, at which time the Task Force members 
clarified our mission. We determined that our concerns should focus on WKU women 
employees, including student workers and graduate students, but not women students generally. 
We agreed first to review similar task force reports from the University of Kentucky, the 
University of Louisville, and the Arizona State System. In subsequent meetings, we discussed 
those reports and developed a plan we hoped to follow. 
We determined to send out a Memorandum (see Part II Bl) to all WKU employees 
solic iting information regarding concerns they had in a variety of areas. We also planned to 
develop Focus Groupsllndividual lnterviews with campus employees, but this part of our original 
plan never materi alized. Our efforts in this direction fai led to meet the criteria established by 
WKU's Human Subject Review Board. (See Part II B2) Consequently, we substituted a Critical 
Incident Questionnaire, * a qualitative instrument that allows researchers to gather examples or 
"incidents" that are meaningful to respondents, in a short span of time, while protecting the 
anonymity of respondents. (See Part II 82) One other source of infonnation involved a survey 
mailed to every WKU employee. 
In order to examine areas of interest/concern, the Task Force created three 
subcommittees: (I) Employment and Advancement, (2) Compensation, and (3) Climate and 
Culture. These subcommittees gathered information, both objective (through data collection and 
data analysis) and subjective (by gathering perceptions), and wrote reports, each of which was 
read and discussed in meetings with the whole Task Force. Copies of each subcommittee report 
with complete Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations are found in the appendices. 
Although some women expressed complete satisfaction with their worklife at Western, 
the Task Force discovered some particularly troubling perceptions and concerns, especially in the 
area of sexual harassment. Members of the Task Force realize that the information we gathered 
was anonymous and therefore not subject to specific veri fication--certainly not by the Task 
Force. It is our opinion, however, that the University should take immediate action to verify or 
disprove these particular perceptions and reports. If the perceptions prove to be true, we 
recommend the University act immediately to correct the problem. 
' Flanagan. J.e. ( 1954). The critical incident tcclmique. Psychological Buffttin . 51(4), 327·357. 
See also George. R.T. (1989. August) . Learning b>' example: The Critical·lncident Technique. The Corne ll lIotel and Restaurant AdministrQtion 
Quarterl),. 30(2). 58·60. 
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The Task Force makes the fo llowing general recommendations: 
The University should establish goals for each of the following recommendation areas and 
develop specific plans, including strategies, timetables, and measurab le objectives, through 
which to reach the goals. 
This document should be public knowledge and distributed widely. 
The University should create a mechanism to examine its success or failure in meeting the 
recommended goals. 
A report on the University's success and/or failure in meeting those goals should be 
published and distributed by February 2000. 
Following are references to findings and a summary of the conclusions and 
recommendations for five specific areas of concern identified by the three subcommittees: 
(1) compensation, (2) sexual harassment, (3) advancement, (4) work environment, (5) safety. 
COMPENSATION 
Findings 
See "A Quantitative Assessment of Gender Gaps in WKU Salaries," 
Pan II B3a, pages 54-81. 
Conclusions 
Despite WKU's efforts in recent years, Survey and Crjticallncidents respondents 
report a perception that there is disparity in pay between males 'and females performing 
comparable work. 
The conclusions of the Compensation Subcommittee, based on statistical data, 
include several items. First, the subcommittee believes that "the data do not support a 
finding of systematic discrimination against women among WKU's faculty and 
administrators .. .. " 
The Subcommittee also concludes, however, that its findings "do not rule out the 
possibi li ty of gender bias in faculty or administrat ive pay." The Subcommittee suggests 
that such discrimination "would seemingly be limited to isolated cases ... . " The 
Subcommittee did find that among the staff there are "gender·based salary differences in 
favor of males of $320 in the category of staff making around $13,000 to $22,000 
annually." 
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In addit ion, the Subcommittee reported questions regard ing WKU' s 
approach to maternity leave and commented "that as the faculty grows younger, 
interest will grow in having more convenient and reliable day-care services, 
including a drop-in sick-child center." 
Recommendations 
The Compensation Subcommittee recommends that gender-based salary problems 
among staff personnel be addressed and that individual problems found in any category of 
employees ("outliers") regarding compensation "be examined and any cases of bias 
eliminated." Two concluding recommendations were that a salary study should be 
conducted at three-year intervals and that "a directory of non-salary benefits and services 
of particular interest to women should be prepared and distributed among female faculty 
and staff." 
The University should address inequities in compensation and actively engage in 
educating the University community about compensation issues. 
SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
Findines 
See "Climate and Culture Subcommittee Study," Part II B6, pages 135-136. 
Conclusions 
Despite recent efforts to educate the University community, Survey and 
Criti cal Incidents respondents indicate that sexual harassment does exist on Western ' s 
campus; indeed, it appears that the WKU Sexual Harassment Policy is not being followed 
in some units. 
Recommendations 
The Climate and Culture Subcommittee research suggests that workshops and 
seminars have not eradicated the problem of sexual harassment, so other efforts must be 
made. Posters should be distributed to all floors in all buildings with a strongly worded 
statement that sexual harassment will not be tolerated. The WKU Sexual Harassment 
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Policy should be rewritten and clarified, especially with regard to informal versus formal 
procedures for reporting occurrences. 
In order to deal wi th specific instances, the University should designate an 
ombudsperson to whom staff, students, and faculty could present their cases and seek 
advice and/or action. That person would be responsible for investigating the situation. 
ADVANCEMENT 
Findings 
In its history, Western has hired or advanced few women in executive positions. 
The one individual who has served as Interim President was singled out in the 
Critical Incidents Questionnaire process as the only meaningful sign that women have 
opportunities for advancement. That same individual is the only female to have served as 
Academic Vice President. No women have served at the vice presidential level in 
Student Affairs or Business Affairs. Few have served at the rank of associate or assistant 
vice president. No women have served as college deans •. associate deans, or assistant 
deans. Female heads of academic departments have been rare. 
See "Report of Employment and Advancement Subcommittee," Part II B4a, 
page 88, Section I, and "Climate and Culture Subcommittee Study," Part II B6, page 138. 
Conclusions 
The University tends not to select women for positions in upper administration. 
Survey and Critical Incidents respondents report that women do not have the same 
opportunities for appointment or advancement that men enjoy at Western. 
The Advancement and Employment Subcommittee reached several conclusions 
based on statistical analysis of data co llected. They include : (1) the majority of 
interviewees and applicants for faculty positions has been female, for administrative staff 
positions, the majority of new hires has been male; (2) the University appears to award 
tenure and to promote faculty without regard to gender; since 1993, the University has 
tended to have approximately 67 percent male faculty (higher in some colleges, Business, 
for example), but the latest (1996-97) faculty hires tended to be balanced; (3) the persons 
hired for non-exempt (hourly) positions continue to be primarily female, whi le those 
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hired for exempt (salaried) posi tions have tended toward balance (currently 45 percent 
female) but has not changed in two years. 
Recommendations 
The Univ;;:rsi ty should develop, promote, and adhere to a rigid policy designed to 
increase the number of women at all levels of upper administration in non·academic as 
we ll as academic areas, including department headshi ps, deanships, vice presidencies, 
and presidencies. 
Other recommendations include: to continue to track and monitor the hiring 
process; to monitor and track faculty promotions; to continue to track faculty vacancies 
(to include reti rements/optional retirements) and recruitment data; for appropriate offices 
to review the current system(s) associated with employee turnover, job advertising, 
interviewing, recruitment, and hi ring. 
WORK ENVIRONMENT 
Findings 
See "Climate and Culture Subcommittee Study," Part II 86, page 137. 
Conclusions 
Responses to the Survev and to the Critical Incidents reports indicate that many 
women at Western continue to have problems in achieving job satisfaction, respect, 
opportunities to participate in decision·making activities, and equity in employee 
evaluation. 
Recommendations 
The University should investigate the conditions of West em 's interpersonal and 
intra- and interdepartmental work environment and deve lop programs for eliminating any 
problems. 
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SAFETY 
Findings 
See "Climate and Culture Subcommittee Study," Part II 8 6, pages 136-137. 
Conclusions 
The numerous safety problems/areas mentioned in these Survey and 
Critical Incidents responses warrant act ion. 
Recommendations 
The University should add more lighting and emergency call boxes in specific 
areas and reallocate more foot and bicycle police patrols to the interior of the campus 
instead of so many automobile patrols along the periphery. The University should also 
review the campus in light of specific spots of danger that are mentioned in the responses. 
(See Critical Incidents Report.) 
• • • 
The work of this Task Force has been seriously impeded by the actions of the WKU 
Human Subjects Review Board, from which we would have welcomed assistance during several 
critical stages of our work. Although we had recei ved the HSRB's approval to proceed with 
administering the Critial Incidents Questionnaire, on February 20, 1998 that hoard forbade our 
use of any quoted material from responses to the questionnaire. Because all such quotations now 
have been marked out of our report, the richness that comes from women and men writing from 
personal experience has been lost. 
We have completed our in-depth study of the issues affecting women employees at 
Western Kentucky University. The recommendations of this Task Force highlight the problems 
and perceptions concerning women on this campus. Implementation of these recommendations 
will provide the needed mechanisms for monitoring and measuring the University ' s progress 
toward ensuring that women employees attain equality with their male colleagues in all areas of 
the University. 
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WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
745-4346 (phone) 
745-4492 (fax) 
December 16, 1996 
MEMORANDUM 
FROM: 
SUBJECT 
Dr. Davm Boiton, Department of Marketing 
Dr. Charles Bussey, Department of History 
Mr. Robert Cobb, Budget and Management Information 
Dr. Cecile Garmon, Planning 
Ms. Rose Davis, Library A I:HD. and Technical Services 
Ms. Nancy Givens, Student Health Service 
Dr. C.1Io! Graham, Department of Management 
Dr. Steve Groce, Department of Sociology 
Dr. John Hardin, Department of History 
Dr. Judith Hoover, Department of Communication and Broadc3Sting 
Ms. Mary Ellen Miller, Department of English 
Dr. John Moore, School of Integrative Studies 
Ms. Pamela Napier, Sponsored Programs 
Dr. Elizabeth Oakes, Department of English 
Ms. Judith Owen, Career Services Center 
Ms. Linda Puisinelli, Department of Mathematics 
Dr. Dan Roenker, Department of Psychology 
Dr. Sally Ann Strickler, Library Public Services 
Ci.n' .-:J/ c::;. .Y7~"-'-<"c~ Tnomas C. Meredith. pres~/1~ /" ( 
Task Force on the Status of Women on Campus 
As you know, Western Kentucky University has made frequent and continUing effons 
to ensure that women employees maintain equality w-ith their male colleagues in all areas of 
the Universlty life. As a continuation of that policy, in January 1997, the Umversny will 
initiate a major study on the "Status of Women on Campus. " The Task Force, WhlCh will 
direct thiS srudy, 'W111 be chaired by Dr. Judith Hoover, professor in the Department of 
CommW1lc3rion and Broadcasting. We want to develop membership on this Task Force to 
reflect all areas of the University community . Your name has been brought to my atten tion 
as an excellent choice for membership . I am asklng you if you woul d agree to serve as a 
member of thiS group. 
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Page 2 
December 16, 1996 
The study will begin in January, and we are asking the Task Force to complete its 
wo rk ...vithin one year. Listed below is the Charge which I will give to the Task Force. I 
have confidence that ~ou would make a significant contri bution to the work of this activity , 
and I hope you ...vill feel strongly that you wish to participate. 
P lease contact my office with yo ur response to chis appointment. You m:J.Y wish to 
contact Dr. Hoover with questions or items of info rmation. Since the Task Force v..;11 begin 
its work in January, I would appreciate hearing from you as soon as you fee ! comfor1:J.ble 
with a declsion. I look forward to the results of th is work and assure yo u that th e STudy has 
my fuil support. 
Otar:e to Task Forre for S tudY of St.1tus of Women on C:unpus: 
"To review the stltus of women fac ul ty and staff employees at 
Weste rn Kenrucky Universi ty and to m:lke recommendations for 
specific actions whi ch might be uk.en to re solve any problems 
identified by the Task Force." 
Happy holidays! 
TCM:lf 
x.c: Vice Presidents 
Un iversity Counsel 
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THE MEMORANDUM 
3. Memo to Faculty and Staff 
b. Memo to Student Workers 
c. Memorandum Analysis 
1 1 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
feb ruary 14, 1997 
MEMORANDUM 
To : Faculty and Stdff Employees of Western Kentucky Unive rsity 
from : Task f orce on the Status of Women on Ca~us 
Charlotte Baker , Dawn Bolton, Charles Bussey, Bob Cobb, Rose Dav~s, 
Marie Embry , Cec~le Garmon, Nancy Givens, Ca r ol Graham, Steve Groce, John 
Hard in, Judith Hoover (Chair ) , Mar y Ellen Mlller, John Moo r e, Pamela Napier, 
Elizabeth Oakes , Judy Owen, Llnda Pul sinelll , Dan Roenker , Eugenia Scot t, 
Sally Ann Strickler 
Regarding: Your concerns 
In December, 1996, President Thomas Mered~th appointed a Task Force on 
the Status of Women on Campus a nd gave us the fol lowlng charge: 
"To review the ~t&tu" o~ wom.n ~&c:u.lty and ~ta!'!' employe." at W."tern 
Kentucky univwrsity and to make recommendations t o r specific action" which 
might b. taken to re~olvw any problem:!! identified by the Ta"k Force ." 
1. Regarding women fa c ul ty, staff, and student workers, what do you th lnk are 
the most impo rtan"t concerns? 
Please circle: ! am Male Fema le" 
Please take a few minutes to respond t o thlS quest10n and return thlS page 
through campus mail t o the address on the reverse by Feb r ua r y 25" 
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WESTE~~ KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
February 14, 1997 
MEMORANDUM 
To: Student Employe~s of Western Kentucky un~versity 
From: Task Force on the Status of Women on Campus 
Charlotte Baker, Dawn Bolton, Charles Bussey, Bob Cobb, Rose Dav~s, 
Marie Embry, Cecile Garmon, Nancy Givens, Carol Graham, Steve Groce, John 
Hardin, Judi th Hoover (Chair), Mary Ellen Miller, John Moore, Pamela Nap~e r, 
Elizabeth Oakes , Judy Owen, Linda pulsinel1i, Dan Roenker, Eugenia Scott , 
Sally An n St r ickler 
Regarding : Your concerns 
In December, 1996, Pres~dent Thomas Meredith appo~nted a Task Force on 
the Status of Women on Campus and gave us the follow~ng charge: 
" To revi •• th. status o~ "oman ~aculty &nd stu! amploye.s at W.stern 
~ntucky On~v.rsity and to mak. r.commandations t o r specific acti ons .hich 
migh t 0. t ak.n to r.sol ...,. any probl.m3 i d.-ntiti .d by th. Task !'o rc • . " 
1. Rega rding women faculty, s taff, and student wor kers, what dO you th~nk are 
the most impor~ant concerns? 
Please circle: r am Male Female. 
Please take a few minutes to res p ond to this question, and return this page 
th r ough campus mail t o t he address on the r everse by February 25. 
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MEMORANDUM ANALYSIS 
March 1997 
Two analyses were completed for the 239 faculty/staff 
responses to the memorandum to all employees regarding their 
concerns about the status of women at Western . The first 
resulted f r om a cat e goriza t ion of f i rst items mentione d . A total 
o f 17 theme s or issues eme r ged . Fo r a second step , al l other 
items were considered Through that process some items were 
recoded and others were added . The results are as follows : 
Category 1st Re sponse Others 
1 . Pay/salary/compensation 97 33 
2 Equali t y/respect/treatment 
3 . Child c are/maternity 
4 Too few women in admin. 
positions 
31 
7 
10 
5 . WKU policies/practices , not 2 
necessarily related to women 
6 Staff women ' s special problems 5 
7 . Women b e having b adl y/ 1 3 
reve rs e discrimination 
8 . Warnings/denials (study 12 
divisive , poorly done or 
no probl ems to study) 
9 . Probl ems same f or men and women 9 
10 "I don ' t know . ,, /nno comment" 
11 Representation / voice/ 
commi ttee se r vice 
12 Part-time faculty special 
problems 
13 . Promot i on/advan cement 
14 " Old boy netwo rk" 
15 . Harassment 
16 Safe ty/ secur i ty 
14 
8 
5 
5 
10 
4 
8 
5 
29 
9 
19 
2 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
24 
2 
18 
9 
Total 
130 
60 
16 
29 
4 
7 
13 
12 
9 
8 
9 
5 
34 
6 
26 
14 
17 Heighten awareness of 0 3 3 
Women's issues/problems 
18 . Support for WKU Women's 0 2 2 
Studies Program 
The same analysis method was used with student employee responses 
and the results are as follows : 
1 Pay/salary/compensation 25 10 35 
2 . Equality/respect/trea t ment 9 15 24 
3 . Chil d care/maternity 0 2 2 
4 . Too few women in admin 8 0 8 
positions 
8 Warnings/denials (study 2 0 2 
divisive, poorly done or 
no problems to study) 
9 Problems same for men and 20 0 20 
women (Or not problems or concerns) 
10 "I don't know . "lnno cormnent" 1 0 1 
13 Promotion/advancement 5 5 10 
15 . Harassment 6 7 13 
16 . Sa f e t y/security 15 4 1 9 
19. Recog nition of women ' s 3 0 3 
intelligence 
20 . Need for female role models/ 7 2 9 
othe r classroom issues 
21 Rest.rooms 5 0 5 
22 Conservatism 2 0 2 
23 . Lifting heavy objects 1 0 1 
as part of job 
24 . Sick leave 0 1 1 
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CRITICAL INCIDENTS QUESTIONNAIRE 
a. Critical Incidents Report 
b. Human Subjects Review Board Approval Documentation 
c. Memorandum to Human Subjects Review Board: February 20, 1998 
d. Response from Human Subjects Review Board: February 20, 1998 
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CRITICAL INCIDENTS REPORT 
December 1997 
PROCESSES, 
In order to determine women ' s status as it relates to 
organizational c limate, the Task Force planned to uti liz e both 
focus groups and i ndividual interviews Al though t hese research 
methodologies have been long recognized as va l uable qualitative 
tools for understand ing cultures, such as Western ' s 
organiza tional culture, we were prevented from conducting such 
activities by the Human Subjects Review Board ' s denial of our 
research proposal . 
An early misunderstanding occurred, perhaps because of t he 
inadvertent inclusion of draf t -stage interview questions that 
were never intended t o be used in foc us group settings . Still, 
after numerous messages had been sent by means of telephone and 
emai l, and in spite of face-to-face meetings held, t he Board 
rejected a second proposal without a llowing the researchers t o 
appear, putting off the research for firs t one month , the n two 
-- In May , t he Board concluded that " t he focus group technique d id 
no t ensure anonymity or confidentiality of subjects There are 
many possible opportunities for breach of confidentiality" 
(Memorandum to Judith Hoover , dated May 20, 1997, see Part II 
B2b) . 
--In June , sti ll wi t hout letting a representative of the Task 
Force appear, the Board conc l uded that " [ t J he HSRB does not t hink 
the foc us group approach is resolvable. The focus group topics 
lead to potential legal liability because in the te lling WKU must 
do things that might cause furt her liability" (HSRB Mi nutes, June 
20 , 1997, see Part II B2b) In regard t o interviews, the Board 
noted that it "has concerns about individual in terviews , should 
that technique be adopted , for all of the above reasons , 
par t icularly Number 6 . " Item #6 states, "WKU will be required to 
report any abuses that might emerge during t he focus groups as 
required by law . This point is not made in the appli cation" 
(M inutes, June 20, 1 997) . 
--In July, the Board "continue[d] to decline approva l of the use 
of focus groups," but agreed to " review an app l ication based upon 
the proposed al t ernative 'cr i tical incident report ' methodology'" 
but only after the Task Force had consulted with an individual 
Board member, the Univers i ty Attorney , and the Inter im 
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Presiden t{ f o r her signature ) (Memorandum to Judith Hoover , 
July 2 , 1997 , see Part II B2b) . Finally , on July 22 , the Board 
approved the use of the critical incident questionnaire . We were 
required to have the othe rwise anonymous participants sign a 
complex disclaimer , that , in itself , identified them . These 
disclaimers are , as requi r ed , stored in a locked filing cabinet 
in the faculty o:fice of the chair of the Task Force 
--In September and October , a total of twelve critical incide nt 
questionnaire sessions we re held at Downing University Cente r and 
Garrett Conference Cen t er . Letters had been sent to homes or 
work locations for a ll employe e s of Western , inc l uding studen t 
workers and graduate ass is t a n t s . Notification was also ma de b y 
ema i l . A total o f 92 individua l s res ponded . 
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RESPONSES TO CRITICAL I NCIDENTS QUESTIQNNAIRE : 
Women responded f r om 31 ca t egories wi th segments fo r numbers of 
years at Western and employment areas . For example , under 
Admini s trat i on , women responded who had been emp l oyed for t he 
followi n g time per i ods : 0 t o 3 years , 4 t.o 7 years , 8-11 , 12-15 , 
16-20 , and over 20 . The Administra t ion category held t he widest 
range of responses . Within t hat cat e gory , wome n employed over 20 
yea r s provided the most i nformation Men re s ponded f rom 9 
categor i es . Male facu l ty r esponded i n 4 categories , t he largest 
numbe r , wi th male facu l ty at Weste r n f or 0 to 3 years providing 
the most informat i o n . 
RESPONSES TO OUEST I ON SETS : 
In each ques ti on set , the odd numbered ques t ion asked for 
posit i ve incidents , while the even n umbe r ed question as ked for 
negat i ve incidents A comparison of the number of female/ma l e 
r esponses t o the ques t ion set topics are as fo l lows : 
Question Topi c Female Male 
1 equal treatme n t 45 13 
2 52 9 
3 advancemen t opport uni ty 41 13 
4 47 6 
5 sexual harassmen t /policy 46 1 0 
6 37 9 
7 safe e nvironmen t 41 9 
8 43 9 
9 working environment 36 7 
10 47 5 
11 respec t 25 9 
12 41 5 
13 job satisfaction 27 9 
14 35 5 
15 inclusion/exclusion 34 1 0 
16 17 2 ** * 
17 overal l high/low status 1 9 6* *** 
18 45 5 
1 9 
***Responses denied that exclusion occurs, thus claiming 
inclusion though responding in the space asking for incidents of 
exclusion . 
****Five of these six responses gave the single example of Dr 
Burch as their evidence for the overall high status of women . 
Summary : Bearing in mind that the odd numbers represent positive 
incidents and the even numbers represent negative incidents, it 
is clear that in 8 of 9 sets of paired questions, males provided 
more positive incidents than negative incidents ; in the 9th set , 
the responses were equal . It is equally clear that in 7 of 9 
sets , females provided more negative incidents than positive 
incidents . In the 8th set (questions 15 and 16) several positive 
responses indicated cynic ism that women are i ncluded as "tokens ," 
or are included in all - fema l e activities rather than mixed gender 
activities . In the 9th set , (questions 5 and 6) women expressed 
willingness to accept the idea that sexual harassment as a 
concept and a policy is understood , as exemplified generally by 
presentations and pamphlets provided by the University . For both 
males and females , the presence of emergency phones has indicated 
"safety" to those responding . Actual examples of places and 
situations perceived as "unsafe" will be described further in 
this report . 
Responses were narrowed initially to eliminate those which 
"named names" or named departments or those that were not 
expressed as examples or incidents . They were narrowed again by 
eliminating those that were unclear, unrelated to the question , 
or likely to reveal the identity of its source . Remaining i tems 
were then coded by the following categories : actual positive 
examples, actua l nega t ive examples , Dr Burch as example (si nce 
she was named o ft en as a positive and s ingu l ar example ), i t ems 
related to students , and overall conclusion examples These 
responses were then coded into positive examples and negative 
examples from males and females for each question set , with 
categories of employees collapsed into faculty , staff, and 
student categories Comments reported in this summa r y have been 
edited for clarity and to eliminate excessive wordiness To 
eliminate further any potential for identifying respondents , all 
categories have been eliminated . 
ANALYSIS : 
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Male Faculty Respondents : 
Among male faculty members , positive responses to question 
set 1 & 2 (equal treatmen t ) gene ra lly described i nciden ts that 
showed men and women being provided with equal resources , such as 
information, salary , and awards , or that showed women in 
administrative positions Wome n were described as being h ired 
equa ll y , and being trea t ed equall y in meetings and conversations 
Nega t ive responses genera ll y came in two forms : one dealt wi t h 
women being denied or absen t from higher level pos i tions , while 
t he o ther e xpressed resen t men t t hat women were given "w i ndow 
offices" and other advan t ages that they do not deserve . 
For question set 3 & 4 (adva ncement opportuni t y) , male 
facul t y mentioned t enure and promot i on decis i ons being made 
without regard to gender mos t often as thei r examples . Although 
men t ion was made of a woman " as a very highly placed off i cial" in 
question 3 , under negative examples several noted that no women 
appeared as fi na l is ts i n the presiden t ial search, or , as one 
commented , "ever " 
For question set 5 & 6 (sexual harassment), male f aculty 
mentioned conversations they had heard or participated in that 
revealed unders tandi ng of both the concept and t he policy as t he y 
relate to both co-workers and students Under negative 
responses , one expressed disdain for women's "double standard" in 
that while women can j oke abou t males, ma l es cannot jo ke abou t 
females. 
For question set 7 & 8 (safe t y), call boxes and lights were 
cited , along with a vague sense of safety . Under negative 
examples , h.owever, respondents recognized a la ck of safe t y 
perceived by students waiting in th e dark fo r their night class 
rides home , or i tems stolen f r om offices, or t he difference in 
perceptions of safety by smal l and l arge persons of both ge nde r s . 
Ac t ual e xampl es were given in terms of Univers i ty Bl vd ., a nd an 
abduc t ion and rape a few years back . 
For ques tion set 9 & 10 (wor king e nvi ronment) , a "wa rm and 
friendly" atmosphere was invoked . However , e xamples were a lso 
given about unfair reprimands given to women but no t to men , 
women being asked to "serve coffee ," and , again , about the lack 
of women final i sts in the presidential search . 
For q uestion set 11 & 12 (respect) , most positive responses 
relied on t he previous women's studies conference and this task 
force itself . On the negative side , l ack of equal credi t for 
equal work , women being " screamed at " by male authority fig ures, 
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and women being asked to " serve" at graduation were listed. 
For question set 13 & 14, job satisfaction seemed related 
more to job than to gender . However, departmental power 
struggles were described that privileged males over females . 
For questio~ set 15 & 16 (inclusion/exclusion), women were 
shown to be included on many boards, committees, etc No 
negative examp l es were given here 
For question set 17 & 18 (overall status), male faculty 
recognized that although some women may be found in high rank i ng 
posit.ions , women genera l ly are still called upon to "serve" more 
often than men in more mund an e or menial capacities . 
Dr . Burch was named of t en as exemplifying women ' s success at 
Western . However , in terms of both the presidential search and 
women in upper administration in general , male faculty who 
responded to this questionnaire noted "too few women . " 
Male Staff Respondents : 
Male staff respondents were few in number and they did not 
respond to question set I & 2 For set 3 & 4, one positive 
comment related to women be~ng hired into potentially 
advantageous maintenance jobs . For set 5 & 6, men expressed 
disapproval of "very bad language" and "talk and jokes" that were 
"out of line" For set 7 & 8 , and 9 and 10, Western was 
described as "very safe ." 
Female Faculty Responden ts : 
Among female faculty members , positive responses to que st ion 
set 1 & 2 (equal treatme nt) gene r ally referred to equa l access t o 
privileges such as travel funds , sabbatical leaves , and compu t er 
services or equal application of penalties such as library fines . 
Teaching load assignments were considered equally distributed . On 
the other hand , most negative responses related to salary 
differences regardless of hard work, and even when considering 
other factors such seniority . The lack of women in upper 
leadership levels, especially that of the Presidency, was noted 
often. Traditional women ' s issues such as maternity or family 
leave were singled out , along with expectations that women would 
and should "serve" in traditional capacities, such as the 
reception held at Due at graduation . 
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In regard to ques t i on se t 3 & 4 (advancement oppor tun ity), 
examp l es of women t o be found in upper admi nistrat i ve l evels were 
given and claims were made abou t women being g i ve n equa l 
oppor t unity for tenure and promotion . One mentioned that her 
participation in a planning commi ttee had " contributed directly 
to my retention here . " Negat i ve responses i n this category 
h i ghlighted the lack of women in upper adminis t ration , incl ud in g 
the e xecutive officer ranks , department heads, and fu ll 
professors . Men were described as being " groomed " for 
administrative jobs, while women were mere l y given "internships" 
there . Instances were described i n which men had made act i ve 
e f forts to b l ock the hiring and promotion o f women whom they 
perceived as having been " shoved down Western's throat ." Those 
who were invo l ved in Women ' s Stud i es and/or femin i st research 
noted that not on l y did their work "no t coun t," it was u sed t o 
"count against" them. Indeed , some felt that it wou l d be 
impossible to "wi n ," in that ea r l y on they were criticized for 
lack of research. When they s ucceeded in publishing , t hey were 
then criticized fo r deficits in teaching and collegiali t y The 
large percentage of women In part-time teaching positions was 
given as further proof of the lack of advancement opportuni t i es 
for women. This negative category received th e larges t s i ng l e 
number of responses f rom faculty women. 
For question set 5 & 6 (sexua l ha rassment/policy) , female 
facu l t y gave examples of awareness of the pol i cy as shown by 
mee t ings, videos , brochures , and conversations among co - workers . 
One even described the dismissa l of a colleague for sexua l 
harassment of s t udents . However, among negative responses may be 
found severa l examp l es of harassment of students tha t seem t o 
represent l ong-s t anding patterns. Many items related to 
inappropriate communication behaviors appear in these responses , 
ranging from refe rences to women as "bimbos," or as " lesbians who 
ha t e men ," to actual graph i c depictions of women's physica l 
appearance, or to their suitabi l ity for "domestic chores." 
Unwelcome advances combined with repercussions for rejections are 
noted along with t he description of a "department head laughing 
about viewing pornography on the Net . " 
For ques t ion set 7 & 8 (safety) , many were quick to no t e the 
new emergency phones and additional lighting as wel l as the 
escort service . Others , however, pointed to dark areas and 
deserted parking lots along with the parking structure and 
University Blvd . as unsafe places (Later i n t his report , we 
provide a lis t of all places described as unsa fe.) 
For question set 9 & 10 (wor king environment), comfor t seems 
to be offered by other fema l es especia lly th r ough women's 
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organizations , such as the Women in Transition and Women ' s 
Studies . This survey was mentioned as a sign of a comfortable 
working environment. Many counter-examples of a hostile 
environment were given , however. These r ang ed from problems o f 
single mo t her s not bei ng recognized as leg itimate , to jokes , 
name-calling ( 2 J j, open public hos ti lity , and having 
one ' s research publicly mocked . Again , communication problems 
seemed to dominate in the sense that one could k, but 
should retreat to one ' s own space-
For questi on set 11 & 12 (respect) , personal examples of 
good treatment , organizational support for the Women's Alliance , 
and women members on the Board of Regents were listed . On the 
negative side , however , condescending and pat ronizing attitudes 
were found alongside refe rences to being asked to "serve n in 
"subservient n ways . In addition , women ' s research and writing 
were described as being neither supported nor respected . While 
men are shown respect by others ' use of their titles, women are 
called by their first names , a sign , to another writer, of ... 
-------------" For ques tion se t 13 & 14 (job satisfaction) , several 
respondents gave personal examples of their satis fact i on , due, i t 
would s eem, to th e presence of tangible rewards, consideration 
from others, and the pleasures of a teaching career . However , 
others cite d advantages given to men over women , although they 
both struggled with family responsibilities . Those in Women ' s 
Studies were described as "embattled . n Expressions of 
appreciation to faculty appears to have 
For question set 15 & 1 6 (inclusion/exclusi on) , positive 
example s inc luded commi ttee and task f orc e work, this survey 
itself , and Bring Your Daughte r to Work Day Negative examp l es 
appeared most often as powerful all-male networks and activit i es , 
ranging from the Dean ' s Council to golfing , lunches , athletics , 
and private meetings . The College of Education was singled out 
for its lack of females in leadership positions regardless of the 
fact that it ' n 
For ques tion se t 17 & 1 8 (overall sta tus ) , faculty women 
cited exampl es o f women in high positions and wome n as recipients 
of large gran ts . One woman was singled ou t as a '? ; ' 7" with 
• n power , who' . n Contrarily , 
others noted that although we have one highly visible woman in a 
high position , there were no women finalists in the presidential 
search . In addition , at the opening fall mee ting only one woman 
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(and no people of color) appeared on the stage with the Governor . 
while, it is claimed, long - term women employees have been 
: ...... IIIIIIII.lIlIIlIIIIlIIIlIIIIIlIf " for promotion, the net result has been 
that upper management levels are occupied by men , whi le the 
majority o f women remain in clerical , housekeeping , and part-t i me 
faculty and staff positions . 
Female Staff Respondents : 
Among women staff employees , positive responses to question 
set 1 & 2 (equal treatment) generally described personal 
experiences of being recognized for good work or of equal numbers 
of men and women being paid equitably in one ' s department . 
Leadership for the 90s and faci lit ies management training in the 
use of cleaning equipment and processes were mentioned as 
examples of equal participation. Negative examples far 
outweighed positive ones in this category, however . Males were 
described as receiving more opportunities in terms of talk time 
at meetings, internal promotions that women were denied, 
encouragement for seeking advancement, reclassifications and pay 
grade changes that women were denied , and the assignment of less 
od ious tasks than cleaning of restrooms . Derogatory supervisor 
st were listed , such as ~~;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~"~a~n~d;';11~ ~ the responses 
women and men work together on projects, men are recognized and 
rewarded for the work itself . 
For question set 3 & 4 (advancement opportunity), examples 
were given of women being promoted and mention was made of a 
faculty woman who had been granted an extension for completion of 
her Ph . D. Counter examples were given of women who had been 
denied promotions , of "cus t omized" job searches, comparisons of 
numbers of "men bosses" and "women bosses," of the "male bonding" 
that results in unequal opportunity, and, again , of the lack of 
women finalists in the presidential search . 
For question set 5 & 6 (sexual harassment), examples were 
given of inappropriate jokes , pictures, and calendars that had 
been removed and of apparent consequences of harassment. 
However , al t hough in one instance , a supervisor had promised to 
place a "letter" in the personnel file of one a l leged offende r, 
it had been learned that no such letter ever appeared . In 
another instance, no information on sexual harassment had ever 
been distributed in a particular department In yet another, 
inappropriate touching had occurred . Supervisor communication to 
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female employees included name-calling, flirting , suggestive 
remar ks and jokes, condescending remarks and those with sexua l 
undertones , and co~~ents such as 
" and 
person claimed 
One 
For questicn set 7 & 8 (safety), phones, lights, poli ce 
presence, crime prevention programs and work-re lated safety 
classes were given as positive examples. Still, areas wi th poor 
lighting, no pay phones , and improper training in the us e of 
chemicals were given as negative examp l es . (See lis t of 
perceived unsafe areas later in this report . ) 
For question set 9 & 10 (wor ki ng environment), staff women 
described ~permissions" they had received to attend wo rkshops , 
decorate t heir work spaces , and fill out the survey i tself . One 
said that her boss had assigned her t o t he "common areas" as a 
dorm housekeeper, but women working in men's dorms present a 
significant source of negative inc i dents to WKU staff women (see 
next section under "respect ) . A hostile environment was 
exemplified by communication behaviors such as name-calli ng , 
r id icule , rudeness , verbal harassment, cursing , intimidation, 
refu sa l to apologize , and verbal abuse, often i n the sence of 
others . Women described super::,i~s~o~r~s,";~,,;F.= 
" or creating a 
or taking credit 
For question set 11 & 12 (respect) , staff women men tioned 
organizat iona l support for the Women's Alliance, the Staff 
Advisory Council, and th e Women's Advisory Council to the 
President. Conversely , however, staff women said that their 
supervisors' communication reflected 
failure to 
members to "important visitors ," interrupting their communication 
touching, " and with others either in person or O:;t:h:e==:;=:i:=:~.~. ate 
comments ma j or 
problem noted above relates to female facili s managemen t 
employees assigned to work in male dorms, who mus t t o l erate male 
students coming in and using t he restroom while they try to c l ean 
it, regardless of the sign on th e door that says , "Women 
working," or becoming abus ive when denied access 
For question set 13 & 14 (job satisfaction) , the one 
positive respondent said that she was" 
side, 
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women are described as 
l imited opportunities to 
associate reported be i ng 
" 
II~IIIIII~~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~," wi t h 
ing work . One office 
by her departmen t head, 
For quest i on set 1 5 & 1 6 (i nc l us i on/exclusion ) , the f ew 
pos i t i ve comments g i ven re l ate to women's organizations and 
committee work On the negative side, the problems o f " t oken" 
inc lus i on and incl u s i on in women-on l y organiza t ions wi t h n o power 
were men t ioned . Some stil l had d i fficulties being al l owed to 
attend Women's Alliance meet i ngs Several lis t ed "power" events 
of which women were not a part, such as lunches, golf 
tou rnamen t s, Super Bowl parties. Still o t hers mentioned 
inc lusion in the work, but excl u s i on from credit fo r the work 
" 
For question set 17 & 18 (overall sta t us), mention was made 
of women directors and other managers However, an overal l sense 
seems to prevail that women do not actua l ly hold powerful 
positions, that whi l e men are allowed to be innova t ors, women 
must be followers One comment seems especially revealing in 
descr i b i ng att i tudes toward women in areas typically and 
h istorically controlled by men : 
Student Issues : 
Although the Task Force was not charged with determining the 
status of women students at Western, we did seek data from 
st udent employees, both undergraduate student workers and 
graduate assistants Therefore , we did gather limited data from 
those groups . In the course of responding to this questionna i re, 
some male and female facul t y and staff members reported inc i dents 
related to treatment of women students . Rather than summar i es of 
either responses from students or responses about students, th i s 
report includes the following actual quot ations: 
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Al t hough the task force process prevented respondents from 
identifying individuals in either positive or negative examp l es , 
we hope that those who have information t o report wi ll do so 
through appropriate channels . In terms of our responsibil ity to 
mak~ th i s informat i on available , one other i tem that relates to 
sa f ety of t he campus community seems to merit quoting in i t s 
en t i rety : 
Areas of t he camp us perceived as unsafe i nclude : 
Universi t y Boulevard 
Egyp t Parking Lot 
Offices that do not have telephones 
St eps between Cherry Ha ll and the Credit Union 
Parking lot ac r oss from Domino 's 
Sidewalks and s t eps behind Grise Hall , second floor exits 
Sidewalks and steps at Academi c Complex 
Areas in fron t of Cherry Hall 
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College Street and related parking lots across from Cherry Hall 
Dark areas near Preston Center 
Walkways between PFT and East Hall 
Crosswalks generally 
Parking Structure 
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HS9730 
May 20,1997 
Dr. Judith Hoover 
Hwnan Subjects Review Board 
104 FOWldation Building 
745-4652 
Department of Communications and Broadcasting 
Western Kentucky University 
Dear Dr. Hoover: 
The HSRB reviewed the application entitled "Task Force Report on the Status of Women at 
Western" on May 16. 1997 and had the following comments. 
1. The office that charged the task force needs to review the 
application as the next highest authority before another submission to 
the Hwnan Subjects Review Board. Dr. Burch will be in touch with you on 
this maner. 
2. The HSRB's review reveJ.led that the focus group technique did not 
ensure anonymity or confidentiality of subjects. There are many possible 
opportUnities for breach of confidentiality. 
3. The process of equitably selecting hwnan subjects is uncle:lr. 
4. More than minimal risk to subjects is involved. 
for these reasons, the HSRB couid not approve the application. After your discussion 'With Dr. 
Burch, please contact Jay Sloan. the Chair of the HSRB, or me if you need further assistance. 
Sincerely, 
~~V~~~_ 
Phillip E. Myers 7 
HSRB Coordinator 
c: File 
HSHoovcrLcApp 
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May 29, 1997 
Memorandum to : Human Subj ects Review Board 
Phillip E. Myers, Coordinator 
From: J udith Hocver, Chair ?r~~ 
Task Fo rce on the Sta cu s of Women on Campus 
Regarding : Response t o your letter of May 20, 1997 
I would like to respond to the four points you have outlined 
in your le tter of May 20 , 1997 . 
1. Dr. Barbara Burch, Ceci l e Garmon and I have met to discuss 
the proposal and my failure to obtain her signature on the forms 
submitted to t he Board by the Task Force . I will reques t her 
approval of this memorandum and ask that she forward it on to 
you . 
2 . Your concerns regarding poten t ial opportunities for breach of 
confidentiality require a good deal of clarification. As those 
concerns have been expl ained to me by Jay Sloan, I understand and 
concur with them. However, because '..Je included information 
regarding potential individual i n terview questions along with our 
request to conduct focus groups , the board concluded that those 
quest i ons would a lso be us ed as part of t he focus group process 
That is not the case . For example, a l though in individual 
in t erviews (in which con f identiality and anonymity can be 
mai ntained ) we could conceivably ask questions about an 
interviewee ' s own experience, we would not do so in the public 
setting of a focus group. Indeed, we will state clearly at the 
out:set: t:nat: tne rocu::i yruuf.1 IlldY llU L be u::;eci Lu oe::;c.r:-.lDe ::;ucn 
experience in regard to sexual harassment or other issues in 
which hearsay could prove damaging . We are in terested, however, 
in t he ex tent to which Western ' s sexual harassment policy is 
understood by persons in a ll employment categories . We are 
interested, as well, in the degree to wh i ch persons on the campus 
feel safe. For that issue, persona l experience would be both 
va l id and useful, but would not present a potential rumor threat 
to the well-being of others . 
One of t he benefits of f ocus group resea=ch lies I n its 
ability t o tap into hidden, but powerfu l, percept ions of 
organizational culture . Through this tool, ', .. Ie intend to develop 
and refine questions that will later appear on our larger Fall 
survey of employees . As you can see, the segment of our r esearch 
that seeks to determine the status of women in terms of work ing 
environment consists of th=ee related sequential projects: focus 
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groups, individual int erviews and a more comprehens i ve paper a nd 
pencil survey. 
Protocols for focus groups will i nc lude t he following 
statements regarding ground rules: (a ) These discussions may no t 
serve as occasions for either accusing or intimating wrongdoi ng 
or policy violation by a n y i ndividua l s or in a n y spec i fic 
departments . (bl Nothing said in these discussions should be 
construed as a reporting of wrongdo i ng or po l icy violat i on . 
3. The process of select i ng focus group members con s i s t s of the 
f o llowing : (a ) randomized l i sts of persons have been generated by 
computer from EEO ca t egories; (b) members o f the task f o rce '",'i l l 
use those as calling lists, moving fro m top t o bottom un t il a 
sufficient number of persons have agreed to participate. Groups 
wi l l be separated by emplo yment level and by gender in order to 
encourage openness and disccurage dominance . Faculty foc u s 
groups will be separated by college as we ll in order to all o w 
differences, if any, among colleges to emerge . 
4. Risks to individua l s are minimi zed by adherence to safeguards 
o u t l ined above . 
• 
JJ 
July 2, 1997 
Dr. Judith Hoover 
Human Subjects Review Board 
105 FOillldation Building 
Western Kentucky University 
745-4652 
c/o Task Force on the Status of Women at Western 
Department of Comrnuruc.:ltion and Broadcasting 
Western Kenr.ld.}' University 
Dear Dr. Hoover: 
Given our discussions with you concerning the difficulties inherent in protecting confidentiality. 
the Board continues to decline approval of the use of focus groups in this specific instance. 
The Board is prepared to promptly review an application based upon the proposed alternative 
"critical incident report" methodology. The application should carefully describe your intended 
procedures and be accompanied by a rewrinen consent fOnTI. 
It is the Board's understanding that prior to submission of an applica[ion the researchers will 
consult with both Deborah Wilkins, University Counsel, and Dr. Elizabeth Lemerise. 
Department of Psychology on the informed consent document. 
As in the prevIOUS mstance, the apphcanon needs the slgnarure of Ur. BurCh. 
"'_'" 'tn-- _ J .. Sloan, Chair 
uman Subjects Review Board 
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WES 1.<:...'<..'1 KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
Offic: of SocIlSord Pro~ ' '' 'S 
1 04 Foand.atio!l Building 
502-745~2; FzA 502-7454211 
E . 1":""';oj • ph j11 ipM ye-:s @w1:u.Edu 
•• . ' . 
In rJ.tm: coa-...spond:::lc: ple~e r:fer tOo ES9730 JUDe 25, 19~7 ~ · 
Dr. Judith Eoover 
Cbzir. Task Forc: OD. the SQ!U.S ofWomcn arWest=..-:l 
~ of Commtm;cmon <l!ld Bro~ng 
w..:u 
Dar Dr_ Reeve:: 
• 
Yomrcs=-...h toPic '1"cl:Fo= R--:JOIton the S= ofW= >tWos-=." hos ~onc­
revicw by the W~ K:I!tncky Ucivcci:y lRB for human S1lbj= of =h:md iI ~ h=l 
d-'::minc:d th:ltrisks to Sllbj= =: (1) mjnjIDjz..,j ""d =onahle: :md that (2) r==h .- . 
procc:dmes arc CtlIISis=t with a ,oend ~ design and do not c;qlosc the Sllbj= to t _. 
mme:" ss:azy risk.'Rcvie'wc:s d ... r-:mim::i dw: (1) b<:ncfus to subjo:ts are coIlSide:::i along .With 
the impo= of the topic =l that 0== arc r=onoble; (2) selection of Sllbj= is e:roitable; 
and (3) the pmpasa oftb.e~...h and the ~ s.c:tting is amozoic to subjects' wclfin: and 
. prodncing desimi o=. th:lt .indications of =rOon or prejndic: arc ahsont, :md that 
p2I1icipation is ckzrly vol1l1l!2Iy_ 
-In addition. the IRE fo1Illd tb:u: (1) inf=c:d conset will be ,ought:md docmnentcd from =h 
prospe=tive Snbj=; (2) provision is made for ""necting. nsing =l staring data in a =cr th:lt 
pro= the soIery :md privacy of the S1lbj= and the coofide:ltiaJiry of the dat!; =l (3) that 
apPlupriate soIegnards arc inclndc:d to pro= the Iighrs and'Wel!2n: of the Sllbj= PIC2Sc ".ore 
all data. se::-.ttcly at an on campos loc::a.ti.on for a mjp!rmtm of thrc: ye:us. 
~ c::. 
POillip ~~v~ 
Dir:C!or. Office of SpodsOrcd Pro~ ",d 
H= SubJccc; Coordinator 
1: H= Subjeec; File 
HSApprovolLeHoover 
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- - - -- - --- -- - - - -
Ai!2cnmot 1 to Approval Len=: 
Dr. Judith Heeve, 0,;'-
Task fort: on the St2!i!S ofWomc 2.! W~=::J. 
Approval of ibis applicztion is eontbgent upon your de1eri"'g the ~roll:ge" desc:iptar from the 
C:!rid InCident Qu.:stio~, • . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. ' 
. . 
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Is ootific:cion ofH=z:i Scbjc= 'l'proval~? Y"" __ No __ 
Spo!:Sors No.e:: 
P · p' , f'OJ e::.. C"tod: Fmc:) 
, " 
, 
To: 
No 
y ~u c:nm i::clucie copir::s of ~ pC"ci"""""r icl"co"ricc. sua ~ a clFY of th: quc:s"..io:::l6~ you \ ... ill be 
~~ 0: oth::- Sl!IVey ms::rt!::lO.ts, iclOTMld COCSQI doa:::::. ..... rs, re ... :n of !ppronl from coop~g 
~r::tlons (e.g., hcspicls or othc' m-iid bdliccs mdlor clbics, b.:c.l!l sc:vic::s agooc:s, 
UlcfrVldu~ rucb. ~ physi6!:.s or om::: ~ in difiC'ClI fid6. C'.l:.) , copy of c::ttc:::I.:..I S1.:pport 
Propcsols, ""-
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1. PROPOSED RES""J:..A...'<CE PROITCT 
Provide a brief s~ of ~e pr.;p~d rt:S:::I..ll. 
.. -
, . 
• 
lDc!ud: =jor.l:fypoth:s.:::s ;:::d rt:Se:::...-"":' d.:::ri-. 
• . :=--
4 ~ • 
In J2.!ltl.U'J. 1997, a. Ta.sk For-....e to cendue: a. rc.ajor i:!:.dy on the: '"St:ltu!5 of WOCt::l 00. 
Ca.:IIpu? 'l'I'a.'S appointed by Prerid~t i"rIt::"ditb. 2nd ~ppnlyed by t!J.e: Board of U:'=It:S.. The: T.:uk. 
Fore.: is comprnd oftwc..'1-<lue: pelptc,,"sdee.....o to ~re::ie:rt all:L-=::S of the TInive.--::ity c:JCJIl:lcllty. 
~th Dr. Judith HOOTt:", profe::sor in the:: Ikz::z...~Clt of Com.::nmlca.oon 2nd BroadC4Sti:n: ~ Chair. 
The O:I.:zr:e :IvCl to the 
Task. Force: is "70 reTia"' the ~ of l'I'OClC f:I.I::llty 2:Dd st:UI c:::ngloye::s ~ W~...c1l. Kotuclc,: 
Univ~..nt:r 2.Ild to m:t.k.e rttrltmIlCld:rtio03 for specific &c::lOtU "",hlch ci:!rt be b.ko to l"I::::5otv~·~, 
problc::cs ide.:rt::fid by the T cl. F ore:.. .. The st::1dy ?'to be "C!lmplclerl within one y~ • 
. . 
. ' ... 
. ~ . 
The major bJpotilaU for the: stud]' h that Wem..~ Kcrtncky Univc..-nty 'Tt'ome: c:::::npll?Y'~ 
~""Pe..';d.ce equa1lt1lrith thdr D!2le C!ln~"Ud in an :arc:l.S of UnIve..~ life.. 'Whe..-e prtlbl~ ar: 
ide:ltified in the: utJ.S of ~ CJmpc::ntioc., a.dv2llCCIlc:rt. disc:-i:0.in2.tioc.. sc:::n.:U ~ot. 
resonrc.e;s,. 2.Ildlor other ~ Te""..ommcuutio.c.s for specific .zQo.c.s will be: IIl..2de. 
We :t..-e: cn"/euttl se:k:in: ~pronl for the: use of a. Critid Incidot Quc:rtioc:naire.(:see 
oclosed) ~:wiII be 2.dminis ... ~ to 2. S2lIlpIiI:: of:all c::np.loyme:It :reaps. 
B_ Il<:sciibe the sc=:(,) of StIbj= =I the sd=icn c:it='... Spc::;;C'lly, hew did you ob",",-
pOtcltW StIbj=. =I hew W'JI you ~ th=? ' 
. , 
~dom Iistinp of r.cnJtylrt>lf =.,., >tr>tified by EEO em:;ory ""d :odC". we b= 
tCle.~ by c:omptItu. Grtltrpj 'lrill be formed from these lists to rtprt::S"ct :tUEEO Cltc::ona.. 
T2.lk Force: memben from the Uviroamc;tt Sab-Groap lVill all down the ~ ofn:une:s uncl 
::l sufficiClt Il1lmbc:r of ~OQj h.nc: 2.:rttd to p~cip:l.te. 
c. 
. . 
Puticip:ltion lriIl be o~rd:r YOhmb.r12lld confido~ 
• , 
• 
• 
•• 
Ir.ior:::.cl c:::t:sClt Dc:soce me c::tt:SCt p~ tIld w.:.6 Jll CO""-SC dcc:.ootS.. 
All particip:tllt.:s lI'il.l be required to si~ the 1t'"'..ltbed proposed lnfor::td Cor.s~t for.n. 
Before bcin: asked to si:n. the T:uk Forn D ciur:e. mdy d~ign. topic: are:.s. cb.u collection 
PrcceclUfO: :1.:ld cCllfiden~cy protedolU will be c::pbjnerl to all p:lrricip::L."l.ts... 
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D. Proc....l..L.~. Provi.& a S".o-by~.=:I ci:::s.:::"tOIl of -'-J ~ i=.dt:f"...:!ls the f;-,-.,...y. " 
d 1 • of' '. . . .. """i.U==: .. ' • c...-_et; z::l oc:::ncn ~ prc::c=....-:. 
1. P4.rticit::mb .,.;n be: cIld r:-OOl r..:tdoc::t::....-d fists of t:iloiove=i froc ';;';"0 -t 'd 
• • J - ....... ~lJne:; a.::. 
iIrvlted to puticipu: in. tile roe:u-..b... ~( .. 
2. Particip;,nts 'Will1Il~t ill :a. d~g""'.....:ltd room :It a .speci:.6~ ~e somewbe..-e Oil t:::LIl:lpus. 
3. Tae uciliutor wiD. c:plz.in tb.e'proc.:s, re::ld through ~e c:JwtJ.t!di:s:-l~;me for::::o.1'I'itb. tb.Ql, 
2.!ld ask tb..o1t they sig:n the form.. 
.c;. A.fu:: the for.z::s b..a.ye. b(:""...:J coD~ md put 2W"l.y ~?an.tdy by the uciiUtor, to be p~d. 
Oil to the PI., the Critiol Inodcrt Q-c.es::ioc::.rin:s 1'fiIl be ~trtd 
5. The particip;m.ts will t!J.c:::t fill ont oe qoes:loIlIl2ire. will not.rigo tha lUtD~ will ~e the 
qttcrtiollIl.%i.~ to the uc:liic.tor, 4Jld "I'I"iil retl::tr.l to ilia nor.::r:t.:J.l IIv~ ~ .' 
6. The &c1i:bbJnriIl t:lDec: the qtI~o~ md wi::b.oat loob: %t t!!.C!I ,.,;n pus thc::::::t ~Q 
thePL . 
7. The PI 'IriII t±l.o take:a. bl2.clc. ~ ~d ~ oat the Il%I:::les or title of z.:I'] indiYidJuh" 
me:ttioned in the qacs:ioa::uir:s (eTe:::t thon:h ~e 'b%ve iI:s::-nad dut the participaJrt:s' not do ;oj. "':" 
8. A ~pOl'UJ ~ pc.."'3<Io.nn be hired to tnnscihe the n::spoC.'Se3: into :a. comptite 
,oftW= p",gntIl dcignd specificilly for .Julyru of q=li::ltive dab.. '. j" 
9. Once the n::sponses bYe be:::l t:r-m;s~ the paper .copic:s of the n::spoD.Se:~/w:ill be 
des:n>yed. . 
I, D. The S<:;l2...'4te coasotidi:sC:.Um1!r for.:::l3 will be hpt I:ll. S~ toction. that is b. l. locke:l 
6Iin: o.binet in the Frs offie:. for 2. pe.-iod of th.."tt :rc::L.~ :z.fu::-lYhiQ time they lriII be destro]d. 
Durin: th2.t pe:io.d no oae ~t the PI lriIll1.2:ve ::lCCes..1 to the:se forms.. 
(Far fiJ:1hc- Infnrmriause:: nrr;o6.cl c::::::::so!/&,r....r.::c- !o:::I:. md zW'dlc:::::l. pIOtcc:ll.s.) 
Tho foIl~ ti::loble will zpply: 
July15-July31 Se< "P and .dminis-...,. Crioclltlcidot .Q.e:tionn:Ure to s::.ff tn>"P'-
SepL 1-15 Set "P and.dminis-...,. Criticlltlcidelt Que:tionn:Ure to r.cnIty and ""delt won= 
tn>"P"-
?:!;t ;;.;:;.d ... ~tcr stlI"Ter, ;ad rt::SUia-; De:iu to formulate findin:s 2,Dd 
re::::ll:Il:llorhtioc: 
NOT.l-3(l Write fin:Ul'9ort 
~ now will coc..56::::J..tcli1)' of the ~ be o.,;"'t": .. d.? 
, 
" 
-All rcpollSes to Critic1lDcide!lt Questioc.:t2.i:-:: W'Jl be a.oO:1y:::Jous. 
-All p:a.r.::icip2.!lts ,..;u ~ mstruC""..ed to l.void' n.aming indMdu:ili ~dlonides. 
-The PI l'I'lll:o o,:e.r e::z.c!l qu~oC!l..aire..nd..,nth 2. Cl.2..f'ke.,.,ru bl2.ck out Ul1:l.1l:le:s or titles. 
-All I"CpOllSC::S"lVill. be typc:d into 2. eomputer pro~ dcsi:ned for::w.:tlyili of qUJliucive 6c. 
-Tn.nsc...-ibed rcpOllSd: lV'ill be pas.sword protected 'PIith 2et~ :!vCl only to 2.uthori::ed 
mt::nbe.""l 0 f the T ~k F 0 rc:.. 
-U?oa eompletioa ortlut dlu e.'lt.'7 proe~ all writtt:l r::spoQSd: will be dc:rn-oyeti 
. -SIgned coc.:sQtlcfuebime!" for.ru will b<: kCj)t in J. locked file dn:wer in the PI'~ office ro r :l 
pUlod or three yon, :.hC'" .,..hic.b. tim~ tht:y .... ill be de:;rroyed. 
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r. 
• 
• 
No boW'll or wticipaL--d risks sine=: particp.l..!lt::s will s.mply s.t ~ a ro oe a::d writ: the::r resporu-C! 
with no public cfuC""-:mon of tiler ide::5. 
G. Dc:scnoc the tt~ boCt:s 
rcson:ilily be ~ to ~ 
. . 
" . ". 
AnticpaL.-.d bo~ woald apply to :ill'l'(OCO arid ot:h~ e.:nplo)'ttS 2.1 W~...e..-:l.. Tar:=:' st:J.a] , 
"?I'ill icie.::Itiry Frobl~ if 2JJ1. in 06 of t!le S:::!dy are::tS for WOlDel at We::r'"..e..'"":J. and will ret::J~cd 
spe:cific r~edUl ac:loIU to 1d~ thr::se problc:o. ~ 2..Dd Improye; the ~e:iClc:.e; for ";~Ille::. 
~pI01tt5.. Aha.. ben: %:Skerl. :!.boet one's 'Work life may ~e 2:S v;alid.ation of the ge.--i;;"c=s of 
c:Jployces in 1l0D--C:l2..ll2.:~...al posrtiOIl5 ".ho typic:aIly an:: not cncsulted. " 
Addici~ a. ~ In proc:::h..-.::s iIrvolvittg hum:m subjc:::s. tS wcll t..S "CJ'j problc:lS C"lm-d 
with me llSe cfh=:o snbj= = tho proia l= b= = be bnJU5hr to tho "'=lion of tho 
HSRB. ' 
• > 
» 
• 
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c. 
51 Q(A TURI.S 
I c::ti..iY ~ to ti:.c: b::st of r-v b.owlc:i2: the cior.::"'''';co Or=;;"fO-::: ~::;:-:.......:l i.s <m U:--..:r"" :-11...-;........ f 
• . - , ... • - .----"""""" Q 
the ~roPcse:i r:se:r-Jt proje=-... ,( 
Co-~ 
, 
, 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
7/;5197 
I Dar.: 
. De 
I .Ei= tho =><y of this 'PPlicricu,~ 1 ==;;t the ""!'o",u,ility for the c:mdx:o: of this ... " 
~ the.s:IpC:"'l'isi of::l::c..::::::: stilij=. cd q: .. ;nt ..... nr: ofi:clot:::l-! c:::=r:sc::.t dcc-n::-tj'tien t.S 
1 equiI c:::i by the ESRB. /' 
~~ 
AppronlbyDc;:~Co ;I ---'E:=i " 
I 0?Ufinn the = of the icl=tian s::!d in !his 'l'Pliction. I -= "-il;.,. with, =i 'l'prove 
.ofthe pr=:ll=s thm mvolvo In:=! Stlbj= 
D. Advising Physi6::", 
.' 
•• I c::ti..ty ft.." I Q a duly li~ p[:ysi6:J. in the SQt:: ofK:::::.t".!cl.:y t:ld ±:.l.t, acing ~ ad ... ~g 
pa:."li~ r ~ ?C t!:c p~r:s pr::sciocl been. 
.p~6.n sign.::.rur: is 1le:::L--d oclv if the proje:: involves cclid prcc:±.!r:::s;l:l:d the in'fcstlg---tor!.s 
IlOt , lic=cl phy:ici:m. • 
?rojc:::: Title::: T~ Fonx Rcyort Ott. the Sl:Cl!:5 OrWO~e:l ~t wo-:~ 
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b. 
i:Ivc::::~ Dr, J~th Eoo\'C". Co::::::l:..=.ic::..ciC':l .:::::.d 3roi"'-'''-:::';' 7 ~5.5291 
(cclu:i: =-=. 6:;:::::.c:1::.d phc:.~ of ccr'~- pcs::l) 
" 
« 
< , . 
O} j <: MQmOn i<: for HSRB cs:: QrL1..° ) 
" 
, 
" 
, 
< 
<. 
< 
< ' . 
Duel 
« 
,' 0- ' 
..' 
If you 1:.. ..... e: que:sti0"'-s ~~--ding m'i~ proc:±!rt:s or compie-ioc. of d:.is ESRB z.ppllc::.cioa,. c:oo.tJc. the: 
Offie:: ofSponsorci ?ro~ . -
Dir=r - Dr. PhilLi> E. Ml=, ESR3 Coord'.',or, (502) 745-4652 
E-=il: philLi>~vku."'..u 
Spooso!cl Prog=:s Spe:i:list _ M •. Mz:il..-n Altbor, l'.SR3 R=rCc-, (502) 145.5352 
E-acil: O""'~1l.cdcloorg\1 .. l"1l.:& 
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J:i'I"FO RM::ED C ONSEI'iTIDISCT..AL'rER DOCU"S'tl 
. 
l::vc g-'..ter: wcmc's s~ Tci Fcr= ,~ 
II· .... .+, Soave:'. Cr.z:r. F AC t !N. ~-91 • 
• 
• 
. ' 
.' • 
You L""C bag ~ to yz:=ic:pue !:J. a proje=: c:::::l .......... .--I ~ "W~ Kc:n:.:::c: Ucivc:;ity. Tnc: U:::vc:=itv 
~.:...e tb.r:ycu givcyoI:'::i¢ J.f: - . to F_":Cye= tS r jc::., · 
The i:::lvdtilr'-tor wiD. C?l:::n to you =. c--1 d::.:: pt:'?C$C of t::.e projc=. the .p:ro:::::::...-o: to be u::e::!. ;::d the: polc::b.J. 
Oc:c.5.t:: cd pc=loL: ri::sb c! ~¢c::. Yen err ci: ~ r::r qt'e=:==.yao. b:ve to i:C? you 1_..I~ th,c- . 
ric::. A 'cne c:qll.a::::cicn of the }r.Ojc:::: :s wriI:=. bdow. l'lc:=.e n:::d tt:i:I: C9~ = d!= wit:.. the 
r==-..xqF~:ronr=zr~ ~ 
If you ~ dc:cide to ~ m the projc::. plc=:iped the W:: Pa.;'= aftbi!l foe Q tbe;r.= c!~c: P= wflQ" 
c;pl.z:i::.d the proje:: to yctt. YO!l~ be PC::I. c;::py o(~ f= to k::::;:. " ... ~: .  ~:. 
t. N~::nd hrpo:s.e o{thc bje::: Th:i:I::nrlr i:s; c!.::sipc:d to ~ the c::::c.t s:ztt::I; cfWQ:l.c::l1!. W~ 
:cd to dc'===--- if~ ~ idr:";f~bl.: p=oblc:::.l:o.!he. zr=t:S of~S'~fcr'wt:::nc:.... ~ ~
problc::::=. the Tdc: Fc:r=::s cl:rr-! w=.c.l i « ,c" ,S':.clu:icc.. 
2. I::pb..n..2..tio?, olP:-oc:cdur= 
A.The Ucmtor fer thU sc::::icn wL!l b:d au: .. c..-mc:U !:::cider. Qu.e:::c:l~ tb.t mcX:!o IS irc:::s. The i1c:::::::s I:": 
&::.~ in ~ 0(2 qn=::icc aci:. O""..e t!:.at ck:s }CU Cer &. pcsi...~ Cridc:·' r=:=::::r1e. zed Ctle ~ cl:! fer I. 
~ in:=tk: r/oc:z:::pk. If you ~ ~ iz-ic-<slc:z:::pk:s to affc-. pi,-=se lave that,Spa:::: bicl:.. 
, 
B. .An ofthc 18 ~ n:::bt.:. tc Ibe.a::i: Ii!e~..c:::c=i byw=c:i at W~ 'VIc-bon: c..'""QC!::x:d. ~ topic-
"!"'l= . 
cqu.i ~ ir.!vzo="" 
w·c:m::u·~.sc::c::z.i ~c:.t potiq " 
..t"'1 . ' 
c:cfcr--bte ~ bcstile wed:: ~ 
rc;>= 
job ... ..;11'100!l 
i::ch:.si=~c:::h!:ia::1 
For the Lut 3G ofi.tc::::s. wc ofi':=]"O'J. o.e oppc:-~cy to ~  oc~ tc?ic:s we =2.Y I:Ot bve thot:.g!:.t aboUl 
, 
, ' 
C: The bcli~r will uk Cut :you vr.it.: ~ ~ priV"'..Ldy wit!:. :::to cr.J ilisc.::cicc. C"""~l for ~-i..~g q'.lo::iO=:5 
6:: . '0 to t!le !xilibtc:'. _ 
D. 0:::: you .!::..ave cm:p{~!he q-.u:iti=.:...; plese gi\"c it .£..--e::.1y to Ill:: f~it.:!O:-. 
DO NOT J i~ JOur :::t~<; tD Cle q'Uotioc.n:..i.re.. 
,. 
<4. !c:lC:fit3: Idl:""..ti5ccico. of problc::l :.~ Cor wocc:: ~ 'WCStc.l in ::J'! or the sru-"y:'''"CS will be x::l=~;mi e-:: 
by r==c::6.tioc:s for n::.IlOlu:iO"....s.. Also, b6g tskd iliou:: ooe'$ own wor" life =y sc:-ve ;.s v:Lli6 coo. oC the 
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J. Confid~~ 
·,An ~cmo: to ';h:: Criric::l ocr ..... t r..·--..io"""?:-::: ... ill be: ~ar:>-::lOl!S... 
. • "<1. ...... ;" _ t 
-All p2l'ticipz:llS ~ ~ to zvoid oz::ri:lg inciiV:ci!..t.a!.s z::;.dJ9f title:.. 
-Tne PI will go CTYe= t:::6 qu::s::iorn;~ z:nd., with :l r::z.:::k= ... ~bl~ cut?:!'f!lZ..!::lCS or tit1=::;;. 
-All r:spc.""'....sc:s ';lj'IJ!. be typd. i:nro a ~ pro~ dc::s:jg::d fer U!.Z..lys=.s of qt:zfucive ~ 
-TIESClOc:i r::spar::scs will be PZSSVt"tlrd prot=:::d witb. u:::::::::s g!vCl ocly tD amhoriz.::i mr-:::lDcs of 
tb.c T cl F on::::.. 
-Upoo =pL:ioo of dlZ! dz.tz ""-'"Y pr= ill wri=:t =P='" wil1 be cb"oye:i 
-Sig:ld c-:rs=tldisr1zjm- fcr=:::s will be i=;lt m a locX=d.6J.e ~'C:- in th- Frs or;:;c for a pc:::od of 
tl:= y=, .ft.::- wille ti= they W'Jl b<: cbtroyd. . 
6, 
, 
, 
, 
R.e-%sal to puticip;Ue in this sttuly"Will bYe no ~ on zrry fu:tm:t: s.::vic:::s you mzy be e::unJ.cd to frot:l tk 
U~~· AIryonc who tgr= to pmicipe in this smrly :s fre: to n::fusc to ~ :my:qucsticil (5) 
or to .frcm the si:Udy U, cy tir:lc w1Ib. DO pczlty. .... 
, 
7. P:uricip2Jrt. Discl.aimc:-:: 
i ~ to pu:icipat= in ti::is s:lldv cd I ~'rbcri::: the I.!SC of iliis infcr-"'--Z.ticm. ~ i!IlOO)'mOusly i:n the 
s::udy. • • • • 
I bd.ieve ,that ~le ~ h.... .. e bc=::i bko to mi::TI::tz:: both the b.own md pototial but ~ 
r..sh.. r 
I ""d=twI that I will:c::v. no l"'Y"'= for my pu:iCparim in this """r. citba fr:m the Tcl: F= OIl 
Uu:: S~ ofWcmr.::J. u Wc:tc:n or C'f ~c::wn-e ofWcst:::::. Kemd.", Umv~. 
- . ' . 
The uodog=! pmicipaot ocbowldgos th.r bdsb<: is pu:iCp06g in • St-~ being ="',,"=1 In 
c:mju:lci0ll with the T os!: F= Study Cl:l the S=' ofW = at W,,-= 
hrticipant 2cl::lO'w:I~"'CS ~ tgr= that 'J!I'! '~c(s) t:::ld..cr iclotI:lUic::l providd by the p2!l"ticip::r. C 
cccj1l:lQon with hisJhc- pu:icip:l.tion in the ~ shill not be c:::s::-ud or C:::l~dc::i by the Unive::rir:y. its 
agott, .::::::rploye:s or ~si;jg"'s, ts a rt:;Xlf1 to Univoity offiCals, agot.s or assig:::s of l!I!)' condlle; b6v1Cf or 
oche::- action that might be cocid.::-d1 a vlOLatiOn. of!m...~ Uci-.-c::sity pcl.iCC!i or pro::::::h:rt::, or st:!!.!: ZIlrl 
fc:L-allzw or ~.lb..tioc.. All Cfcrm.::.tioa rc:=:vd try the Tcl F~ shill r:::::lZia:l!l~ 
P~cp:mt 1!:L-stQds t:ld ~ rh.,t the mdo of the 1cl For::::: z..~ cot auiliariz:::i or icl-aBed by the 
U~ty t.S officUl R:cipic::l1s, i:!vestig~ or pro::::s:sor:s of r=y ~ of allegcl 'M'Ong.ful a:::Mry, 
b6a~~ ~ c:oo.du.a. including. bl!! Dot limi!d. to, !llegujocs of sal.d il:r-sSInot or god.=' or xu: ~C'l!lll.I:l:I.tlO~ In.f~on ~ved from puticipmtS sb.ll ~ Zlonymccs, shill be compiled iruo a 
SUlgl, r:port and will OCt b<: id",t!Loble to :rTf io&vidd porticip= 
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1,.- DATa APPROVAL ON = CONSENT FOR.",{ lNDlCArrs Tt'.AT ,iilS PROJECT EA.s . . ' 
BuN P-"YlF"WED k'ID A1'PROYED BYT,.:E V:.s 'J:-"'I KENTUCKYUNIvERSrry • 
EUMAN SUBJECTS, P-~BOA..'Ul 
" I ; 
, ' 
, 
, 
, ' 
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PROTOCOLS FOR FACIliTATORS 
Ta.:sk Fore: on the; Sutl!S OrWO!Il.C .at W ~":""":l 
BrieL,), ~lz.in &'5= oITcl FCI .. _ • < 
b hat:Zry, 199i, T~ Fer.:::: ~ :?pon [oo:1 by Pr-sidcr Mc:-4-t a::d ~roy~ by tb.: 3card of 
. - . R--g- .,ts to Sill-"'Y ~ Stz!l:s orwc~-' C!l CZ=PI.!S. (~ -
Mc=b~ oftbe TclFar::: we:-: s.d.::::.::! to ~ ill ~ cfth.:: UnivC'Sirv c:::=:runi!v 
Tlle ~e of ~ Tcl Fer-: :s to ~ ill ~ of c::::p1C:1:!:::L for 'ilr~Q tt W~ ,=d to 
r-::::cmod spCfic ac::iCI::S to ~ my problc::::l :II'=.s ~;6 zn: i~d. 
To szthc" th!:s mr~cn. a 'r.cic:y of qt::ilitative cd qt, ...... ..;t::rive ~ coIlQm t:::J.mqu=s v.1ll be 
used. inch1!fing a r.:vi~ of UIl.~ polici~ ~ of c::IIplO)'!:lo..t md 
c:m::pc:=?!ticc. r=ds.. a C:'inc:! I-cc ..... r Quccicc:.::::::-. n:c.'Yi6:z.I irf:vi~ md a s..:rv~ · 
qo:-s:iC!i Ii a;: e. 
Bricly ~l.in how grcu;:s ~ fct=l'hr-:' . 
1. C"l"OUp' w= fi::=cd fer .n EO ~cs, with '=Y =ll ~ c::cbrn-!, s:r..ri~d. bY.-
gcdc-, with So.."7z:r.tte srcu;:s bc::::g bdd fer ~.son, s:u.dd warlc-"'""$, Z!ld ~ ~ Fi!;"'!ty 
groups wee .Iso stnlifid by eollcgo:. l'=ugh this pr=. the Tcl: F= is ~ to !t!' ""'''' '=1 
infor--J.tiCll!rom all ~ of ~ at W CS"...r:::l. / 
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WESTERN KHiTUCKY UNNERSITY 
Office of Sponsored Programs 
104 Foundation Building 
502-745--4652; Fax 502-745--4211 
E-mail: Phillip.Myers @Wku.Edu 
In future correspondence please refer [0: HS9730 July 22,1997 
Dr. Judith Hoover 
Chair. Task Force on the Starns o f Women at Western 
Department of Commurucltion and Broadcasting 
WKU 
Dear Dr. Hoover: 
Your research topic "Task Force Report on the Starns of Women at Western:' h:ls undergone 
review by the Western Kentucky University IRB for human subjects of research and it has been 
detennined that risks to subjects are: (1) minimized and reasonable; and that (2) research 
procedures are consistent with a sound research design and do not expose the subjects to 
unnecessary risk. Reviewers determined that: ( 1) benefits to subjects are considered along with 
the importance of the topic and that outcomes are reaso nable; (2) selection of subjects is equitable:: 
and (3) the purposes of the research and the research setting is amenable to subjects ' we lfare and 
producing desired outcomes: that indications of coercion or prejudice are absent. and that 
participation is clearly voluntary. 
In addition. the IRE found that: (I) infonned consent will be sought and documented from each 
prospective subject; (2) provision is made for collecting. using and storing data in a manner that 
protects the safety and privacy of the subjects and the confidentiality of the data; and (3) that 
appropriate safeguards are included to protect the rights and welfare of the subjects. Please store 
all data securely at an on campus location for a minimum of three years. 
Your research therefore meets the criteria of Full Board review under the institutional human 
subjects protocol and is approved. Copies of your request fo r human subjects re view, your 
::1'1"" .. ,,1;'- '1;;,," l!" .-! ;h;~ ~' '''r'f''\\''' : ., ..... ",,·l;,.,i.,;~ .. ,:: .. f:"~ r~':":"" ~-. ""'c~_",.; ;::;_~ . __ .. _ _ . .. .. k.,. ., 1... _ .. ... 
r.--'-'""-'- -. . - -_.> - I"'" t'"'~ . _, -- . . . ...... -. ................... -..J ........ '-'yv .. " .............. V~I<1IIJ.:) , .. uJ ...... uvv .... 
address. 
Kindest regards. 
Sincerely. 
Phillip E. Myers, Ph.D. 
Director. Office of Sponsored Programs and 
Human Subjects Coordinator 
c: Human SUbjects File 
HSApprovalLeHoover 
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. 
Anachment I to Approval Letter 
Dr. Judith Hoover, Chair 
Task Force on the Status of Women at Western 
Approval of this application is contingent upon your deleting the ;'Coliege" descriptor from the 
Critical Incident Questionnaire. 
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February 20 , 1998 
t-1emo randum to : lIuman Subj ects Revi ew Board 
From : Judi t h Iloover , Chair 
Tas k Force on the Status of Women 
I have asked Pamela Napi er, a member o f t he Task Force , to 
attend your meet ing in my place today . I have a prior commitment 
t o judge debate rounds at 2 : 00 and 4 : 00 for the Kentucky State 
Forens i cs Tournament being held on our campus . 
In regard to the protest t h at has been raised agains t the 
inc lusion o f quotations in an Ethnograp hic Repo rt of t he findings 
r esulting from our use of a Critical I ncident Ques t ionnaire , 
which you approved in J uly, I can respond as follows : 
I removed a ll names , department names , and a n y other 
i dent i fiers fr om the hand·wri tten items . 
The comments V-jere then typed and I ana.lyzed the info rmation 
and grouped t he responses by the ca tegories to be found on the 
Critical Incidents forms . At t h at poin t the typist and I were 
t he only persons who had seen the r esponses . 
OnCe I had comp l e t ed t he a n a l ysis , I i nstructed our typist 
to de l ete many more items , and to remove the categor ie s 
(male/female, facul t y/s taff, yea r s at Western , etc . ) . 
After that , Pamel a and I wen t back over each item, de let ing 
whole por t ions that had any possibi lity of identifying a ny 
indi vidual . 
We are left with each ques t ion followed by all answers mi xed 
together . 
~~e conducted this research p roject in good fai th a nd are now 
ready to present the data t o the Pres ident , who wil l be free to 
d o with it as he wishes . 
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fl..ut ho r : J J Sloan at \'JKUADt11-PO 
Date : 2/20/98 5 : 00 PM 
Priority : Normal 
TO : Judi th Hoo-"er at y,,'kunet2 -po 
Sub j ect : HSRB 
Judith , 
Message Contents 
The HSRB decision was against your proposa l . 
t he 
I do not have 
minut es in fr o n t of me , so I am n o t sure of the exact 
y,,'ording The 
sen se is tha t t he full text of responses to the crit i cal 
inciden t 
questionnai re should not be inc l u ded in the report submitted 
to t he 
p resident , t ha t any q uo t at ion s in the text shoul d be 
paraphrased , and 
this d ec ision res t s up o n the l angu age of the informed 
consent 
document . 
Jay Sloan 
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COMPENSATION STUDY 
3. Quantitative Assessment Gender Gaps in WKU Salaries 
b. Report of the Compensation Subcommittee 
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A QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF GENDER GAPS 
IN WKU SALARIES 
A Report Prepared For 
The Task Force on the Status of Women at Western 
Wt!stem Kentucky University 
September 1997 
by 
Brian GotT. Professor of Economics. WKU 
Dan Roenker. Professor Psychology. WKU 
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWL EDGMENTS 
Ln order to increase the amoWlt of information available to the Task Force on the Status of 
Women at WKU. its Subconuninee on Compensation requested that we develop quantitative 
3ssessmenlS of the influence of gender on the pay of WK U faculty. staff. and adrninistralOrs. In 
recognition of the sensitivity and importance of this issue. we set out to conduct an analysis orllle 
data using methods commonly accepted in statistics and economics without regard to the ult imate 
implications of the result s. Due to the availability (or lack tbereof) of cerlain data as well as 
disagreement over technical issues. a similar study conducted by different investigators and/or at :I 
different time might yield d ifferent results. Nonetheless, given the data at our disposa l and withi n 
the limits for any statistics-based study, we offe r th is report as one based on a di spassionate effort 
10 employ credible methods and soundjudgement based on our professional backgrowlds. Whatewr 
tl:l\VS may be presen t in our methods or disagreements which may arise concerning the implications. 
\ve hope the repon is received as a "good fai th" etTon to supply the Task Force with reklbk 
information. 
We extend special thanks to Tony G lisson. Cheryl Smith. and others in WK U's Human 
Resources Office as well as to Bob Cobb and Bob August in Academic Computing for assistance 
in locating data and making it availab le to us in convenient formats. We are also grateful to Dick 
Cantrell. C3thy Carey. Bi ll Davis. Ray Mendel. Dan Myers. Betsy Shoenfelt. and the Subcommillcc 
all Compensation for providing comments on our effo n s and drafts of1h is repan. The support () f 
Vice President Barbara Burch was essential to making this repon poss ible . Other than the accura\,;~ 
orthe ··raw data·' provided to us. respons ibility fo r any rema ini ng flaws in our analysis rests \ ... ith tis. 
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OVER VI EW 
The main objective of Qllf report wss to compute and interpret quantitative estimates of 
differences in pay between men and women at WKU -- the gender gap -- while taking into account 
non-gender rel ated factors influencing pay. To accomplish OUf goal, we obtained employment 
related data for all faculty, staff. and administrators. The factors at our disposal induded salary. unit 
and/or job identifiers. a limited set of personal characteristics (i ncluding gender), and several other 
factors such as length of service. We calculated simple. descriptive measures of the average and 
variab ility of salary by gende r. Then. we used a statistical technique (regression analysis) to 
calculate the impact of gender wh ile accounting for several other influences on pay. 
A relatively large literature in economics employs similar statistical tool s to examine the 
relationship between gender and pay. Anicles by Gunderson and more recently Becker and 
Toutkoushian are the most wide ranging surveys of the methods used in the measurement of1llak-
female wage ditTerent ials. 1 Studies cont inue to appear which attempt to improve on several r:ICt.:1 S 
orthl! me3surement of gender differentials including the factors included in the analysis:ls \\1.'11 ;IS 
in the statistical methods util ized. In recent years. for example. quantitative studies have highlightL'd 
the importance of factors such as worker reliabili(y. continuity of employrnl!nt. mob ility. v:lfi:lIiolls 
in returns to training and educat ion. fringe benefits. on-the-job training, turnover. fertility rates. and 
othl!rs. : 
Moreover. a relative ly extensive economics literature centers directly upon nlt.:3sllring: 
gender-based ditferentials in university sett ings. These studies include some which look at sabri..::s 
at a point in ti ml!. some which comb lil t' data across several institutions. and some whidltrack Irt.:l1ds 
in pay ovt!r several decadl!s. J AI! orthe studies employ regression or regression-related st:l1blll.::1 1 
techniques but differ on the details of the methods (3 subjec t which we discllss more in Ill ..:: 
Appendix). 
TIlese studit!s. predominantly based on 1970s and 1980s data. have typically found gendt!r-
based differentials but with wide variabili ty in the size of the differentia ls. The studies which have 
tr~cked pay over timl! have genera lly found the size of the gender-based differential s declined from 
tht! 1970s to the 1980s . ~ 
Two statistical investigations by WKU graduate students employed these kinds of 
1M. Gunderson, "Male-Female Wage Differentials and Policy Responses." Journal of 
Economic Literature (March 1989): 46-72; W.E. Becker and R.K. Toutkoushian. "The 
Measurement and Cost of Removing Unexplained Gender Diffe rences in Faculty Salaries. 
Economics of Education Review (September 1995): 209-20; 
2For the sake of space, citations to a few of these articles appear under Additional 
References at the end of the report. 
lin addition to the Becker and Toutkoushian article, a few of the most recent of these are 
listed under Additional References below. 
~See . for instance, F.D. Blau and L.M. KaJm. "Swirrun ing Upstream: Trends in the 
Gende r Wage Differential in the 19805," Journal of Labor Economics (January 1997): 1--1-2. and 
J. Ashraf. "Is Gender Pay Discrimination on the Wane? Evidence from Panel Data. 1968-1989'" 
Industrial and Labor Relations Review (April 1996): 537-46. 
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measurement strategies to investigate gender gaps for WKU faculty and staff. 5 The faculty study 
found wage differentials of about $1500 to $2500 on average after controlling for other influences. 
TIle staff results indicated the possibility of larger wage gaps •. 54000 to 55000 on ave rage after 
controll ing for many o ther influences. 
We do not view statistically oriented studies ~ - certainly not a s ingle study ~- as the so le 
means o f acquiring infonnation about possible gender bias at WKU. Yet. studies rooted in standard 
statistical practice are critical in supplying a foundation of knowledge on the subject. It is no! 
perfection which grants systematic, statistical inquiries an advantage over more anecdotal me~n s o f 
gathering in fonnat ion. Conclusions drawn using scientific methods can be and have been wrong :1I 
limes. llle advantage of properly conducted statistical studies lies in their ability 10 produc\! wcll-
ddined results. results where something is known about likely errors, and results which C:l1l bc 
repl icated and/or compared to well-defined alternatives. 
Fi nally. because various campus personnel may be more or less famili ar with our methods. 
we sho uld emphasize that multi-factor regression methods are most reliable when used to cxpl ol"L' 
outcomes fo r groups of 30 to 40 ind ividuals or more and where a gender is represented by more lklll 
Just one or two individuals. Otherwise. the results may be sensitive to one or two at ypicJl sJbrics. 
As a result. we can assess widespread policies wh ich creare gender gaps possibly due 10 gend\!r bias 
among various sub-groupings of faculty. staff. and administrato rs. Further. we can assess whcthcr 
ant! or two outlying salaries are influential in driving gendt!r results . However, regression melhods 
are 110t designed to detennine whether an outlying val ue retlects gender bias or a non-gender dm'ell 
salary ditference due to specia l circumsta~ces. 
OAT A ANALYSIS 
. Table I presents si mple descriptive statistics about gender and 1998 tiscal year salary d:lt:! 
for WKU employees.~ All salary figures here and in the later results are in dollars. llle averages and 
medians for WKU (fu ll time) facul£)', staff, and admin istrators d isp lay sizab le differences based on 
gender. 7 Of course, these figures do not reflect other factors related to both gender .::md pay, 
Our initial data set obtained from the Office of Human Resources consisted of 29 factors 
individual : 4 numerical identifiers, two emplo)'lTlent status variables, annual salary, contract length. 
division categories, department categories, original hire date, current hire date, service date. sex. race 
SR. Vesey, "Does Sex Discrimination Exist in Faculry Salaries at Western Kentucky 
University? An Empirical Examination of the Wage Gap," Maste rs Thesis. Department of 
Economics. WKU, 1991, and J. Friedman, "Salary Differentials for Non-Faculty Male and 
Female Employees at Western Kentucky University -- Is it Discrimination?" Final Project. 
Department of Economics, WKU, 1994. 
6We use the term "salary" for annual pay regardless whether pay is based on hourly wages 
or other contractual bases. 
7 Average is mean pay for the full sample of individuals. Median pay is the pay level for 
which half of the sample fa lls below and half above that level. The standard deviation (std. 
Deviation) is a measure of the typical difference between individuals and the mean pay level. 
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categories. marital status. faculty rank categories, tenure status, tenure date. rank at hire. the Corroon 
data discussed below. and the faculty market salary data. We also obtained market benchmark data 
for faculty from the College and University Personnel Association. 
Using the past err.pirical literature as a guide coupled with professional judgement and some 
preliminary investigation, we constructed the regression models of pay discussed below from this 
set of factors. As with all studies of this type, OUf objective in building the models was to aCCOllnl 
tor as much of the differences in pay as these fac tors and sound economic/statistical practice would 
pemlit. Because the factors included in the final statistical models of pay differ across faculty. staff. 
and admtnistrators . we describe each of these models separately along with the main results. In Illosl 
cases. the reasons for the inclus ion of a factor should be apparent. A comprehensive listing of :l ll 
betors obtained and constructed are li sted in the Appendix along with more discussion on specific 
factors and detailed statistical results. 
Table I 
Descriptive Me:J.sures of Sabry per Year by Gender 
Faculty F:lcultv Staff Staff Ad min. Admin. 
Fem:l.le Male Female l\'l:l le Fcm:J.lc Male 
Avcr:lgc 539.5 56 $47.256 520.124 523 .513 $50.709 S58. i~3 
Med i:ln $39.042 $48.102 S 18.468 S22A~3 545.242 558.920 
S td. S 17.275 S 13,342 $8903 S 1 0.985 S 18.899 52 Ll55 
Devi:ltion 
S:lmple 184 388 616 356 29 65 
Size 
roclIiry Gender: Gap ESlimares: 
The factors and the specific measures associated with them which were included in our 
primary analysis of faculty pay are listed below: 
Ge nd er ( Female/Male); 
Rank (In-ranklnot in-rank for Professor, Associate Professor, Instructor-lec t urer);~ 
S peci3J Tenure Status (individuals not on regular tenure track); 
Coll ege Affiii3tion (AffiliatediNot Affiliated for Each College); 
Lo ngevity ( Age in years);9 
M3rket Benchmark (salary in dollars by rank within department from national survey); 
HThis makes Assistant Professors the reference group for comparison. 
'IFor faculty and administrators, age proved a more significant measure of longevity than 
service time. For staff, service time was more important. 
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Employment Status (full time or not full time). l0 
Most of these factors are self-explanatory. However, due to the importance of the M:lrket 
Benchmark data, we disoJSs it at more length. This data is from 357 four-year public colleges and 
unive rsities as reported in the National Faculty Salary Survey. 1996-97. II Our salary data is for 
fiscal year 1998. so the benchmark data lags a year behind. If salaries by rank and disciplin<.! 
inc reased by the same amount over the year. the year difference would only influence the "intercept 
term" in the regressions without influencing other factors. While changes across rank and diSCIpline 
may not have been the same, we have no reason to expect a sys tematic link to gender. 
Table A.I presents the results of the main regression analysis using all the preced ing factors 
and based on 467 full-time faculty. I: These fac tors acCOunt for 75 percent of the differences in P'l;' 
.:lcross individuals. TIle key result pertains to the Gender factor. From the standpoint or comm on 
sta ti stica l practice. the Gender f:.letor does not provide stati s tically reli :l ble ev id ence or :1 
gender ga p fo r fa cul ty sa laries . 
TIlis conclusion is supported by al l of the additional versions of the regression analys is which 
are also reported in the Appendix (Table A.1 ) wi th the exception of the ass istant professor sub-
sample. The additional versions which consider older versus yo unger facuity. faculty by individll:lI 
college. and part-lime faculty as wetlas accounting fo r lechnical issues did nOI produce Sl.:l tislically 
reliable gender gaps. I> TIle assistant professor breakdown found a gap or$15 50 in tiwor of rna!.:s. 
We di scuss this more in the nex t sec tion. 
SIal/Gender Gap Estimates 
The fac tors and the specific measures associated with them which were incl uded in our 
primary analysis of stafT pay are listed below: 
Gender ( Female/Male); 
I{)Department heads are included with faculty rather than administrators. Community 
college faculty are also included. Thei r small numbers make the ir inclusion or exclusion 
inconsequential. For techn ical reasons discussed in the Appendix, we separated full time faculty 
from part time for the fina l regression analysis. The resul ts discussed here are for full time 
facul ty, although we do include part-time faculty resul ts in the Appendix. 
IIThese schools are predominantly non-Ph.D. granting institutions. The report is 
published by the College and Univers ity Personnel Association. 
12ln the main versions of our models, individuals with missing data for a factor were 
excluded. For faculty, these we re mostly individuals in areas where market benchmark data was 
not ava ilable. Additional results were obtained which included these individuals, and these are 
reported in the Appendix .. 
IJAlthough coefficients are not reported, we al so considered ·'interactions'· between 
gender and professors. associate professors, and age to account for possib le gender differences 
across ranks and on age of entry. These interactions exhibited no influence on salaries. 
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Contract Terms (1 2 months/ not 12 months: Full-timelpart-time: Temporary/Permanent): 
Longevity (Years Since First Hired at WKU): 
Years of Break in WKU Service Time; 
Presidential or Vice Pn~s idential Office (employed/not employed in one of these offi ces ); 
Knowledge Requirements (set of 3 measures); 
Problem Solving Requirements (set of2 measures); 
Decision Making Requirements (set of:2 measures ): 
Supervi sion Requirements (I measure); 
Working Contacts Requirements (I measure). I ~ 
1l1e knowledge , problem solv ing, decision making, supervision. and working contr.:lct s 
requIrements are measures reported in the "Corroon Study" of swff jobs . l ~ Their inclusion \V.:lIT.:llllS 
impO!1J.nl clarifications. No maner how carefully constructed. any study which awards po ints for 
panicular requirements includes some degree of arbitrary judgement in determining the set or skills 
it attempts to measure and in determining the point differences between different skill or n:qllin:lll .... nt 
kvels . Due to these weaknesses. attempts to use such point totals as a "stand alone" basis lor s:ll:lI';'-
adjustments are invalid because labor markets do not necessaril y reward the skills m!.!:lsl.lr .... d or 
reward them on the basis of the point differentials which are awarded. For instance. most POlilt 
systems such as these would not be ver)' effective in t!xplaining how or why Madonna or Mike T ysnn 
might earn S30 million in a year while a Nobel winning phys icist might earn S70.000 llnkss th!.!y :Iri..' 
speci311y constructed to account for these kinds of outlying values . 
Therefore. we want to make clear that OUf use of the Correon points of various joh 
requirements is not a statement about what a particuiar jon or person should be paid on the baSIS 
of thl!ir point totals . Rather, we use the point tot3ls to control for what is compensated by til!.! 
university. If the point totals from the Corroon data are correlated with pay d ifferences across 
individuals , these data Jllow us to take account of inter-personal differences which would otherwi se 
be omined and. thereby, reduce the opportunity for gender gap estimates t.o be erroneously anribut .... d 
to these omined factors. Use of some other point system which takes account of other skills and/or 
uses dlfferem poim Imais might improve these comrois . 
Table A.3 presents results of the main regression analysis using all oflhe preceding factors 
for 774 staff members. 16 The factors account for 81 percent of the differences in pay across 
individuals. The results for the Gender factor from Table A.3 estimates that females received. 
on average, $982 less than males after taking account of the other factors. If we compute a 
range around this figure which takes account of likely statistical error, the range would run from a 
g:lp in favor of males of about $390 to S 1570.17 Alternative versions based on service time and 
14The employment status variable (fu ll time) was nOI important to the staffresults . 
15More detail on the specific measures is provided in the Appendix. 
16As with the faculty data, individuals with missing values for a factor were omitted from 
this version but were included in alternative results reported in the Appendix . 
IIThis is roughly the 95 percent "confidence interval" around the estimate ofS982. 
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consideration of technical alternatives estimate similar gaps when using all 774 staff. 1l1ese appe.:1r 
in Table A.4. We discuss additiona l vers ions which anempt to more prec isely identi fy the natu re 
of these gaps in the next section of the re pon. 
Administrator Gender Gap Estimates 
The factors and the specific measures associated with them which were included in our ma in 
regress ion anal ys is of administrative pay are listed below: 
Gender ( Female/Male); 
Co ntrac t T erms (12 months/ not 12 months: Full-time/pan-time: Tempora ry/Pe rmanen t) : 
Longevi ty (Age in years ): 
Presidential or Vice Presidential Office (employed/not employed in one of these o ffices ): 
Dc:! n O ffice (em ployed/not employed in one of the college de.:m 's offices ): 
Table A.5 presents the full regression analysis all o f the preceding fac tors tor l)~ 
administrators. 1lle factors account fo r 64 pe rcent of the di fferences in pay across individuals. 
As in the faculty equations, the Gender fa ctor is not different fr om ze ro fr om th c st;lJ1U PO ill l 
of common sta tis tical practice, TIle alternat ive ve rsions o f the analysis repo rted in T:\bk :\ /) 
which ~xamine admin istrators by age. sa lary level. and wh ich examin~ technical issues warr:u lt lil l,.' 
S3!l1~ conclusion . 
FURTH E R ANAL YSIS AND DISCUSSIO N OF ESTIMATED G END ER GAPS 
Because of interest in removing gender bias from WKU salaries. the gendcr-based saJar~ 
di tTerentials for the assistant professor sub-sample and to r staff are of obvious importance. One key 
point is that gender gaps and gender bias are not necessaril y equivalent. In general. ~s t im a[ !!d g~mk r 
g3pS should be viewed as the max imum amount of gende r bias which may exist. TIle gender-bas..:d 
staff and assistant professo r salary gaps which we reported above are spec ifica ll y measures of the 
differences in male-female pay afte r taking account of the other fac tors inc luded in the ana lys\s. 
Because or" ti me and data iimitations. we did nm inciude some (acLors u r IllclliuJs ill OUI" ailai Y5i:> 
which statistica l studies in the literature have shown can reduce the estimated gender gap. 
How much of the estimated gender gap might reasonably be attributed to gender bias in 
assistant professor or sta ff salaries? While we do not have enough infonnation to fu lly resolve thi s 
question wi th complete cena inty, add itional infonnation may be he lp ful. We would emphasize Ihal 
our purpose is not to make the gender bias estimates as small as possible: instead. it is [0 make sure 
that gender gap estimates account for as much o f the non-gender based d ifferences as ou r data will 
allow. 
Assistant Professor Gaps 
Because the faculty models include market salary data. the ass istant professo r model is morc 
complete and excludes fewer factors which could potentially account fo r the ga p than does the staff 
model. On the other hand, the ex istence of a gap fo r ass istant professors but no t for professors or 
associate professors runs counter to the usual pattern o f gender bias. Typicall y if gende r bi35 is 
present, one would expect to find the gaps to be more pervasive among higher ranking faculty. 
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Associate professor and especially professor salaries are usually not as closely linked to market 
salaries since most faculty at these ranks are promoted internally rather than hired externally. 
We conducted additional tests to determine more precisely the nature o f the gender gap fo r 
assistant professors. Th.ese additional tests revol ved around anempting to determine if the gap 
reflected a unifoml policy across assistant professors or if it could be tracked to particular sourct!s 
and whether these sources reflect gender bias or other explanations. 
First. we split the assistant professor sub-sample into those above the average age for 
assistant professors and those below the average age for ass istant professors. Typically, assistaIH 
professors are hired into tenure track jobs, and a tenure decision is reached resulting either in 
promotion or termination. However, some faculty are hired under special circumstances and remain 
assistam professors for longer than normal periods. TIle atypical nature of older Z1ssistan t professors 
is con fimled by a brief examination of the assistant professor data seL While Ihe median age of the 
[~5 assistant professors is 41 yea rs. 33 indiv id uals are aged 50 and over. Among those be[o\\ 
average age. the average service time is 3 years: among those above average age. ave rage sen·ice 
lime is [2 ye:us. 
TIle results of estimating gender gaps for the o lder and younger assistant professors appears 
in TJble A.7. These results do. in fact. help to narrow the search for the source of the gender gap. 
For the younger assistant professors. the gender factor is not different from zero from the standpoin t 
ofco tnmon statistical practice. For the older assistant professors. a gap ofS2~OO is present. Another 
difference between the two groups not reported in the Table is the dirfercn[i~ll dfect of market 
benchmarks. For the younger set. market benchmarks and actual salaries are closely related .~ :1 
ncarly one~to~one relationship. For the older set, no statistically reli'lble relationship is even prescnt 
This provides further evidence of fwldamental differences between the mechanisms driving pay for 
older and younge r assistant professors. 
TIlen. to further track down the possible sources of me gap for older assistant protessors. \\(' 
conducted tests which identify whether the gap hinges more heavily on one or more panicubr 
college. These results also appear in Table A.7 and show that the gender gap for older assist:lllt 
professo rs is removed when the faculty from the College of Education are deleted from the saJllple. 
T ' . J. I I .• • ...1 ,, ' , ..J.t:t: . h illS III I~alt::. lilat lile: estunated gap · .... ·Gul" <lpp:;:~r :0 rely :1~e st n~:!\'! ! y l)!! p:ly u l H~!"cnces !II " :i~ 
college. TIlese additional tests reject the idea of a systematic gender bias against female assistant 
professors in general or a systematic gender bias against older female assistant professors in genera l. 
Our next question centered on whether the results suggesting gender gaps among older 
ass istant professors in the College of Education reflected general male/female differences or whether 
the differences among this sub~group could be linked to one or two special cases. Our strategy was 
to estimate the gender effect for all 14 people and then reestimate the effect with anyone or two 
outlying sala ries excluded. Because the number of people under consideration in this sub·grollp is 
now vel)' small (14), we proceeded with simpler two~variable regressions between gender and 
sa lary. IS 
18This procedure is equivalent to conducting a one-way analysis of variance wh ich 
compares the variance across genders to the variance within gender and generates an F~tes[ of the 
d ifference. While th is limits our ability to explicitly take account of other factors, most of the 
facto rs from the full model have been at least partially taken into account by the fact that the 
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The results of this procedure also appear in Table A.7. With all 14 data points included. the 
gender effect is over $4000 in favor of males. However, when one outlying value is excluded. the 
gender effect does not differ from zero from the standpoint of common statistical practice. In other 
words, the result hinges on a single data point rather than on policies ac ross all individuals. As an 
additional check. we used the same procedure for Ogden and Potter Colleges and found no gender 
effect for older assistant professors even with outl iers included. I" 
As we stated in our first sect ion. the presence of an outlie r which dnves a gender gap does 
not ultimately detennine whether gender is at the root of the influence of the outlie r or whether some 
other reason for the outlie r exists. To determine the circumstances reflected in any single outl ying 
data point. one must dig deeper into the facts surrounding that data point.;o In sum, though. Ihese 
add itional procedures do not support a conclusion of systematic gender bias against all assistant 
professors. all older assistant professors, or older ass istant professors in the College of Educ:l!ion: 
instead. they show that the estimated gender gap for assistant professors can be traced to :111 
Identifiable specia l case (i.e ., individual). 
s((uf Cops 
The staff gap inc ludes a large number of people with large degrees of diversity in the ir 
ch~l racteristics and jobs. First. as an additional strategy for taking the diversity .Jmong staff mcmbl'l's 
Into :lCCOlult on top of util izing the Corroon data. we estimated gender gaps for staff based on sc\'cral 
breakdowns by salary leve ls -- above and below the mean pay (5:22 .:230 ), below 513.500. betwl.!cn 
S13.500 :md S22.:230. between 522.230 and 531 .000. and above 531 .000.: 1 By grouping individuals 
by salary I!.!vels in this way. we attempted to reduce the degree of diversity between individuJb :lIld. 
th!.!f!.!by. g!.!n('!rate more precise estimates of gender gaps. Also, th is procedure helps to det!.!fmin!.! if 
gendcr gaps tend to be linked to different salary levels. We report these results in Table A.S. 
TIll.! results show a S377 gender gap among staff with salaries below the avero.g!! sal ary lcv!!!. 
Further, among th is group of 455 people, the gende r gap disappears for those with the lowest sal:Jries 
(below 51 3.500): Among the 323 staff members between S 13,500 and 522.230. a 53:23 gap persists. 
On average. this amounts to a 1.8 percent gap for people in this group. For the other groupings. 110 
gt:mit:r gap is apparent from L~e analys;". 
Second. OUI analysis does not go as far as some other analyses with have been reported in the 
lite rature in taking accoW1t of differences at the level of individuals. Because of the large degree of 
diversity among staff jobs, these limitations may be important. Omitted fac tors such as direct 
meJSUfeS of productivity differ between individuals and not just males and females. One of the most 
rigorous studies of this issue to date shows that a model which takes more complete account of 
indiv iduals in this sample are so similar. 
IOLack of data prevents separate estimation for the College of Business. 
~oTo protect anonymity, we do not disclose additional infonnation on th is outlying value 
which might explain the reasons for it but would also help to identify the person. 
: IThese breaks were chosen because S13,500 is roughly one standard deviation below the 
mean and 531,000 is roughly one standard deviation above the mean. This is based on the mean 
and standard deviation for the 774 staff used in these regressions. 
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individual differences can reduce estimated gender gaps by 50 percent.~ If the 50 percent reduction 
in the gap were applied to our estimate. the gender gap would fall to S490. 
Again, we cannot state with certainty that either $323 or 5490 is the exact measure of gender 
bias. Still. these additional results highlight the need for caution before making large. staff-wide 
adjustments in anempts to overturn gender bias. 
CONCLUS IONS AND IMPLICA nONS 
The preceding dala analys is leads to several conclusions: 
I) The data do not support a finding of systematic discrimination against \vomen among WKlj ' s 
faculty and administrators once a set of other factors related to pay are taken into account: 
~) TIle absence of systemat ic gender gaps for most faculty and admin ist rators does not rule olltthl:! 
possibility of gender bias in faculty or admin istrative pay. However. i f and where such 
discrimination may occur. it would seemingly be limited to isolated C3ses. and therefore. not 
ref1ected in campus wide salary studies such as ours: 
.3 ) The most comparable version of a 1991 regression study of WKU faculty pay found as! 700 
gender gap in favor of males . In part. our use of more detailed market benchmark salary dat~l may 
have reduced th is gap. Additionally. a combination of university policies regard ing gender. 
increased awareness of the issue, and/or ~hanging personnel may have helped to reduce the gap: 
-+ ) A basic ve rsion of our model for all staff members showed a S980 gap in favor of ma les . Th..: 
r3ng~ around this figure which accounts fo r likely sampling error runs from $400 to S 1500: 
5) A more detailed ve rsion of the staff gender gap shows gender-based salary di fferences in favor 
or males of $320. However, thi s gender gap is only present for st3ff making arou~d S 13.000 10 
S~::!.OOO annually. 
As with almost any statistical study, improvements are possible wi th better da ta, more time. 
and more expertise. As we have already noted. we account for individual productivity with only 
indirect means. The exact effects on our estimates of more direct productivity measures is still 
uncerrain. Additionally, we do not account for self selection effects. Whether because of social 
l~See S. Polachek and M. Kim, "Panel Estimates of the Gender Earnings Gap: Individual 
Specific Inte rcept and Individual-Specific Slope Models," Journal of Econometrics (March 
1994) : 24-42. Imitating their methods would require tracking the pay of specific individuals over 
lime. Additionally, M.P. Kidd and M. Shannon, "Does the Level of Occupations Aggregation 
Affect Estimates of the Gender Wage Gap," Industrial and Labor Relations Review (January 
1996): 317-29 demonstrates how lumping diverse occupations into a single grouping can 
inc rease measured wage gaps. Whether such occupational selection is a gender-b iased or 
productivity-related variable is debated. 
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custom and pressure, family background, individual preferences. or other facto rs. the self-selection 
into various jobs tends to differ for males and females as groups. Historically, females have tended 
to select lower paying occupations. In a relatively homogenous set of employees and accompanying 
jobs such as is the case w'ith facu lty, the gender gap may not affected by the self-selection influence. 
In a more diverse set of employees and jobs as in the staff. the estimate of the gender gap 11l<l ~' 
overstate the true gender-based pay differences if thi s effect is not taken into account.:; 
:JThe procedure for adjusting for self-selection bias involves estimating a model of 
occupation choice and then using data from the occupational choice model as a separate fac tor in 
tht: salary model. Our data set is not complete enough to pennit application of this methodology. 
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APPENDIX 
Background on Statis ti ca l [ssues in Gender Studies~~ 
Single v. lv/ultiple Equation Strategies 
A basic disagreement in the literature concerns whether to estimate a single equation for both 
men and women or estimate separate equations for men and women. TIle single equation approach 
utilizes an intercept-shifting categorical variable for male-female. The implicit assumption of this 
approach is that all other factors which influence pay do so independently of gender. A second 
approach (most frequently referred to as the Oaxaca decomposition method) estimates Sep<lr:lle 
equations for men and women. Then, average values for women can be " plugged" into the malt: 
equation to estimate female pay based on the parameters of the male equation and/or male aver:lg~s 
can be plugged into the female equation to estimate male pay based on the parameters of the female 
equation. 1l1ese computations can then be compared to actual pay and predicted pay for men :lI1d 
\\.:omen from their own equations . 
TIle Oaxaca approach allows coefficient (slope) differences for every factor in the equation 
rather than just an intercept shift . Because of this, it has been more frequently used than the singlt: 
equation approach. However. both methods are still in use in both academic articles and in COllrts 
of law. The single equation method has the advantage of simplicity of estimation and interpretltioll 
for both the investigators and for readers/juries. 
One potential weakness of the Oaxaca method relative to the single-equation method is that 
the two equation Jpproach does not indicate whether a coefficient difference across the male/ female 
equations is due to a gender bias practice or non-discriminatory difference between the male and 
female workforce. In this way, the estimated wage gap may not only be due to productivity b:lsed 
factors omined from the analysis but also to productivity based factors included in the analYSIS. 
An alternative to the two equation approach which permits slope differences to be taken into 
account without directly influencing the estimated wage gap is to use interaction terms between the 
male-female variable and some of the other factors in the equation. Another way is to estimate the 
inte rcept-shift equation for various sub-samples of the data based on variables for which coefficit!ot 
dirferences based on gender may be present. 
In our estimates, we used the single equation approach for three reasons: 1) F-tests of the null 
hypothesis of equal coefficients across male and female equations could not be rejected at or below 
the 5 percent level -- this is the standard method for testing whether two data sets can be legitimate ly 
pooled into a single equation, 2) for simplic ity of estimation and interpretation, and 3) to avoid the 
conundrum of increasing the estimated wage gap just discussed. 25 However. to account for slope 
24The articles cited in the preceding footnotes form the bas is of the discussion here as well 
as standard econometrics texts such as G.S . Maddala, Introducrion to Economerrics, New York: 
Macmillan Publishing, 1992, provides a brief synopsis of this general to specific app roach and 
additional citations on pp. 494-495. 
~srn the econometrics literature, these kind of F-tests are commonly referred to as Chow 
tests (D. Gujarati, Basic Econometrics, McGraw-HilL 1988, provides an overview.) The basic 
idea is to compare residual sum of squares from the pooled equation versus the sum of res idual 
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differentials on key variables, we estimated our equation for several sub-samples based on age. 
service time, salary, and college. 
Tram/ormarion a/Safar:.; Data 
A second difference often found benveen studies in the economics literature is the lise of 
salary data in levels (actual dollars ) versus the use of the natural log of salaries as the dependent 
va riab le. The primary effect of the transformation of salaries into In(sa laries ) is to reduce th e 
variance of the dependent variable -- a $100.000 salary becomes only 25 percent greater than a 
S I 0.000 when converted to natural logs salary rather than 900 percent greater using levels of salanes. 
TIle trans fonnation is especially useful when the salary data depart radically from normality such as 
when several large salaries skew the distribution 10 the right. TIle log-linear format also permlls 
detection of some kinds of non-linear effects of the factors upon pay. 
Where departures from nonnality or non-lint:ar dfects are substantiaL the coeffi cients fro III 
the log-linear equation provide more accurate infonnation about the relationship between vanabks 
because the transfonnation implicitly makes outlying salaries less influential. TIle coetliciel1ls from 
log-linear equations are interpreted as the relative change in salaries given an absolute change in the 
independent factor. For example. a coefficient of 0.05 on Gender (female = I) means that \ ... hen 
Gender equals L salaries are 0.05 or 5 percent lower than when Gender' s value is 0 (male) . 
We tound the distribution of the salary data for WKU faculty and administrators to clo~el: 
approximate the normal distribution with only small skew and kurtosis coefficients. As a result. we 
expected {he linear and log- linear specifications to yield very similar results. In contrast. the 
dIstribution of salaries. data for WKU staff was heavily skewed to the right with sizable kurtosis :1150. 
indicating that differences between linear and log- linear versions may appear. However. we found 
the results were very similar even using the staff data . TIlerefore, we utilized the linear function for 
most of our results to make interpretation simpler. We do, however, include gender coeffic ie nts 
based the log-linea r equations for each group below. 
Facror Inclusion/Excfusion 
n,,'_-, one o~'''c mos' ·~ ... ,' ,·c ,,-~u"...;s ' 0' ,,· .. ·, ·" .. ···'5 l,,,.\\ .. , ...... "'t"' ;:" 5' :" d" .• ::,.,,...,.,, .... :.- ,: , .. L II L U. 1 Ul I ,u ... ', &'v uU , , u " ... . .............. u .... , ........ . " ...... , ...... , " ............. ~ ..... ~ ' .... " ... 
inclusion and/or exclusion of factors other than gender. In this matter, we had little choice because 
of data and time constraints. We obtained all pertinent data collected by Human Resources and 
Administrative Computing as well as market data on faculty salaries from the national survey cited 
earlier. From this set of potential factors, we checked for extreme multicollinearity between fac tors 
(redundancy) by computing simple correlation coefficients . Then. we estimated "over fitted" 
equations -- equations which included estimated parameters whether the estimates were stati stIcally 
significant or not. This allows hypotheses to be tested with all available control variables in use. 
Most of the re sults presented below are based on such over fitted models. 
Inclusion of insignificant regressors can influence values for significant regressors. To adjust 
for this possibility, we also estimated equations which pared clearly insignificant control factors (p-
values> 0.10) from the models to see if the gender coefficients were changed in these more 
sum of squares from the separate equations. 
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parsimonious equations. This follows the "general to specific" strategy of Hendry. ~6 
StGristical Significance 
Finally. the issue of what constitutes a reliable or "statistically significant" coefficient crops 
up in our study as it does in all statistical work . Those familiar with statistics are fami lia r with the 
issues regarding the use of sample statistics (such as regression coefficients based on sample data ) 
to estimate unobservable parameters. Along with each regression coeffi cient. a standard error for 
that codficient is estimated which measures the likely sampling error for the coefficil!nt (but dOes 
not account fo r non-sampling errors). Generally speaking, a coefficient which is marc than twicl! 
as large as it s standard erro r is viewed as rel iab ly different from zero. at least with respect to 
sampling problems. P-values (generated by computat ions based on standard ~rrors) are producl.!d 
in the regress ion analysis which allow a quantitative estimate of the likelihood of finding tbl! 
estimated coefficient if the hypothesis of a zero coefficient were actuall y the truth. Common 
pr.:lctict.:: in statistics as well as standards generally used by courts of law reviewing st.:ltisti ca l 
evide nce treat p-values above 0.05 with suspicion. When p-values fall below 0.05 .:Ind especi;dJy 
0.0 I. the estimated coefficient is typica ll y viewed as re li ably different from zero as long;'l s Ot h":f 
;'IS peets of the :1nalysis :lre satisfactory. 
We stick to these common conventions in OUf interpretations of coefficient in Ihis repol1 
Ixlow but recogn ize that the difference in practical relevance between a p-va lue of 0.0-'9 ~lIld 0.056 
is based much more on individua l preferences than it is on sc ientific certainties. 
DCljils on Estimates 
Far.:llily Esrim(j{e~; 
TIle selection of faclors for the faculty model was relatively straightfof'.Vard. TIle main issues 
invo lved measures such as measurement of longevity. In th is case. we used age inste3d of service 
time based on contribution to model fit as well as coefficient sign ificance. Probably the most 
important control factor in this equation is the market benchmark data . It brings into the analysis 
a measure at the competiti ve forces (born inside aHd outs ide 01' academics) which helps to d:.!::.!:·:11i:~.: 
differentials across ind iv idua ls and disciplines. 
Unlike the gender factor, splitting the data by full-time versus part-time faculty leads to large 
coefficient differences for several variables. The same kind ofF-tests which could not reject a null 
hypothes is of equal coefficients across gender do reject the null across full-time versus part-time. 
Because of this and because the vast majority of faculty in our sample are listed as full time (about 
90 pe rcen t). we conducted almost all of our analysis in terms of fu ll time faculty. 
The primary faculty equation is reponed in Table A.1. The gender coefficient is -914 (a gap 
favorable 10 males) but its p-value is 0.20, indicating the coefficient is not very large relative 10 its 
standard error. In other words . a d ifferent data set such as one fo r a different year might be below 
-9\ 4 but it cou ld also very easily be a pos itive number. 
Of the other coefficients in the equation, the market benchmark, contract length. and College 
16See Maddala. Introduction to Econometrics, pp. 494-495 for a brief synopsis of this 
genera! to specific approach and additional ci tes. 
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of Business affil iation are the most important in detennining salariesY The lack of importance of 
facu lty rank in explaining sa laries may seem odd. The inclusion of market benchmark as a factor 
explains mese lack of results. With market benchmark by rank and department included. the faculty 
rank vari ables only account fo r systematic deviations from these benchmarks at WKU within each 
rank.:~ 
Table A.2 reports the gender coefficients and p-values for the estimation of the equation for 
alternative subsets of faculty andlor specifications based on breakdowns of the data by age. college. 
rank. measurement of salaries. handling of missing data, and by excluding irrelevant factors. These 
allow for auxiliary issues to be addressed. These alternative equations can account for 60 to 90 
percent of the differences in pay across individuals. With one exception (the assistant professor 
subset) all of the: coeffic ients are negative but no p-value is lower than ,13. 
The coeffic ient for part-time faculty also appears in this set of results. Even though il has 
a seemingly large. negative coefficient (-2648), its p-value is still only 0.13. TIle relatively smalkr 
sample size contributes to a much larger standard error in its case. 
TIle R: indicates that the model explains differences among yotmger faculty much bener than 
among older facu lty. Several reasons may exist for this. For instance. any gender bias from past 
years may be more likely to show up in older faculty than younger faculty. Also. the omission of 
individual productiv ity me:asures may be more imponant for faculty with several years on the job 
than faculty more recently hired. TIle model also does not perfonn as well in explain ing th~ part-
tim~ sample. lll is is not surprising given the relative ly more dive rse nature of th is employment. 
TIle assistant professor results appearing in Tables A.2 and A.7 are discussed at some length 
in the main lext. As we indicate there. this is the exception !O the lack of statistically significant 
gender gaps. TIle professor. associate professor. and instructo r/lecture r subsets all have p-values in 
excess of 0.50 -- not even in the ballpark of significance unde r common standards. In contrast. Ihl.! 
:lssistant professor coefficien t has a p-value of less than O.O! -- a level which strongly rejects the 
hypo the:sis of a zero coeffic ient. 
As we no'te in the text and as the results in Table A.7 indicate. this gender gap fo r assistant 
professors can be traced to older assistant professors and primarily to the College of Education . The 
coefficient on younger assista.m professors is -886 with a p-v.::llue of O. i 7 whil:: fo r olde :- :!ssist:!nl 
professors the coefficient is 2404 with a p-value below 0.0 I. The first procedure we used to estimate 
the college effects was to drop one college at a time from the analysis for the older assistant 
professors. The set of all older faculty reduces the sample size to 62. For the colleges, the sample 
:11n the faculty and adm inistrative equations, age was strongly related to pay whereas 
WKU service time measures were not. For faculty, age probably serves as a bener measure of 
longevity because non-WKU faculty experience maners for pay. For staff, especially non-
professional staff. time spent outside ofWKU may COtmt for linle. 
:sWe used three variables for these ranks rather than one variable with 3 or 4 levels where 
ranks were the levels (e.g. 0, 1,2,3) because estimating a coefficient fo r each rank is not as 
restrictive as estimating a single coefficient. Additionall y, using multiple levels implicit ly 
assumes the intervals between the levels has meaning (e .g. 3 is 3 times bigger than I) when no 
such conclusion is warranted. 
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size ranges from only 2 to 21. 
Dropping the COBA, CAHSS, and CSTH do not substantially in fluence the coefficient or 
p-values. The coefficients all exceed $2000 and the p-values fall from 0.06 to 0.0 I. One very s light 
influence of dropping th~se college occurs for Ogden only with the p-value falling to 0.06. In 
contrast. when CEBS is dropped, the coefficient is cut in half and the p-value rises to 0.16. Sine..:: 
only about 14 faculty members are involved when the data set is reduced to assistant professors 
above average age and residing in the College of Education. no conclusion about gender bias should 
be drawn from such a small sample size without a more case by case investigation. 
The final procedure we used was to estimate simple regressions between salary and gende r 
for the older assistant professors in CEBS, CAHSS, and CSTH. Table A.8 shows the coefficient and 
p-v3lue for the CEBS data with and without one outlying value . With the value. the coefficiem is 
-4438 with a p-value of 0.05 . Without the outlier, the p-va lue falls to 0.24. indicating a coeffic ient 
not significantly different from zero. TIle p-values for the coefficient in these simple regresslOllS an: 
identical to the p-values associated with the ANOVA F-statistic. The resu lts for CAHSS and (STH 
are not reported in the Table. Their p-values were 0. 11 and 0.34 respectively with outliers included. 
Staff Estimates 
Overall, the estimation of the staff equation is a more demanding problem than the t3cu ilY 
or administ rative equations because of the greater dissimilarities in jobs and characteristics ofli1e 
employees filling the jobs. The jobs rtU1 the range from executive level. salaried jobs to hourly jobs 
paying near minimum wage. As a result of this greater hete rogeneity of jobs and individuals. J 1l1l1ch 
larger amount of job-specific and individual-specific information is required in orde r to estimate an 
equation which models salary variability as weI! as the faculty equation. Also, the wide diversity of 
jobs makes conecting and using market data for such a large group impractical. 
We used two alternatives to market benchmarks for staff salarie s. First, we included 
variables which categorized individuals in the President's office and in the Vice President's offices. 
Second, and as we mentioned in the body of the report, we included job characteristics/~equirements 
data collected in the CorTOon study. The three "Knowledge"' variables account for #1 (education)--
typical !eve! of academic ir:::lining r::q l!ired for ~ntry :nto the jeb, #2 (experienc~) -- lbe typ ic:.!l 
number of years an employee must have to enter this job and be fully functional, #3 (breadth/depth ) 
. - assesses the required technical knowledge in the field. The t\Vo "Problem Solving" variab les 
account for #1 (nature and discretion) -- assesses how unusual problems are and the amount of 
individual responsibility used to solve them and #2 (availability of information) --
availability/usability of knowledge necessary to solve problems. TIle two "Decision Making" 
varIables account for #1 (impact)·- the extent of expense/harrnJhardship which may result from a 
decision and #2 (scope) -- how far reaching ajob's decisions are . Supervision is the responsib ility 
to direct the work of others. "Working Contacts" places value on varied items such as relationships 
which the employee has with others, sophistication of interpersonal skills needed, and diversity of 
duties. ~9 
:9Additionally, service time and breaks in service time were included in the staff equation 
along with age. In these equations, these service time measures were more important than age in 
explaining salary differences. 
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In the version presented in Table A.3 . the Gender coefficient is -82 with a p-value below 
0.0 l. Therefore. the likelihood of finding a zero coefficient due to sample variability alone is verv 
small. If we compute a range around $-982 which takes account of likely stat istical error. the range 
would run from a gap in favor of males of about $-390 to 5_1570.30 Contract length. years at WKU, 
break in service time. the knowledge variables. problem solving (nature/discretion), decision making 
(impact ), and supervision req uirements are also important in the equation. 
Table A.4 and A.8 reports the Gender coefficients and p-values for the estimation of the 
equation fo r alternative subsets of staff andlor specifications based on breakdowns of the data by 
service time. salary. measurement of salaries. handling of missing data. and by excluding irrelevant 
t3ctors. These <Iltemative equations show wide differences in account ing for pay ac ross individu<lls 
-- ranging from 27 percent in the case of pay between 522.230 and $31,000 up to 8 I pe rcent . As we 
discussed in the main text the gender coefficients are sensitive to the use of employees with different 
levels of pay. The below ave rage group has a coefficient of -377 along wi th a p-value of O.O~ . 
Cuning this group down more. the group benveen $ \3.500 and 522.230 displays a gender coeflicient 
of -3 ~3 with a p-va lue of 0.03. These results support the conclusion that the estimated gender g8p 
is not merely due to sampling error fo r this grouping. In contrast. the other salary groupings display 
p-values of 0.09 or above. 
Because of the non-nonnali ty of the salary data. the version which uses the natural log of 
salaries as the dependent variable is of special interest. The Gender coefficient of -0.05 in this 
version implies that when Gender equals one (females) salaries are. on average. 5 percent lower than 
when Gender equa ls ze ro (males). At the mean salary level for staff for the 768 peop le in this 
sample (S2~.:!94). a 5 percent reduction equals an 511 t 1 reduction. In othl.!r words. the iog-lint::I1" 
vers ion and the linear version estimated ~ender gaps within 5129 of each other when the en tire sta tl 
is used. 
Adminisrrarors 
l ob characteristics and pay levels do not differ nearly so dramat ically with administrators as 
with sraffpersonnel. Stil l. the nature of the administrative data makes the use of market benchmarks 
diffi cu lt sinee the main classification of iOlilv iJua l:; is by otHcc r:lther th:.m by specific jGh. For 
example. any administrator in the office of the Vice President fo r Academic Affairs is categorized 
by that office rather than as Vice President or Assistant Vice President. The same ho lds true for dean 
offices also. 
As a result. rather than attempting to use market benchmarks, we again used the categorica l 
variables for the President 's office and each of the Vice President's offices. These variables will 
capture any diffe rences in the average level of pay in these offices versus other admin istrative 
offices. In addition. we used categorical variables to mark whether an individual was employed in 
one of the college dean offices or no t. 
The primary administrative equation is reported in Table A.5. The Gender coefficient is 
large. -4973. and its p-value is 0.13. Although seemingly large the coefficient cannot be reliably 
viewed as di tTerent from zero once sampling error is taken into account. Why would such a large 
coeffic ient value st ill show up as statistically insignificant. Most simply, the coefficient is not very 
'<This is ro ughly the 95 percent "confidence interva l" 
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large relative to its standard error. To use analysis of variance terminology, the amount of variation 
within the male-only and female-only groups is large re lative to the amount of variation between 
males and females . Of lhe oilier coefficients in lhe equation. age. contract length. and employment 
in one of the higher level administrative offices are the most important in determining sa laries. 
Table A.6 reports the Gender coefficients and p-values for the estimation of the equation for 
alternative subsets of administrators andlor specificat ions based on breakdowns of the data by age. 
inclusion of faculty, measurement of salaries. handling of missing data, and by excluding irrelevant 
fac tors . These alternative equations can account for 54 to 72 percent of the diffe rences in pay across 
individua ls. None of the p-values fall below the 0.1 6 level. As with the faculty results. such high 
p-values render any add itional conclusions about coefficient values meaningless. 
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Table A. [ 
Detailed Regress ion Results for Full Time Faculty Salaries 
Va riable 
Constant 
Gender (female = I ) 
Market Benchmark 
Longevity (Age) 
Contract Length (12mo. = I) 
R~lI1k (Pro fessor = I ) 
Rank (Assoc. Prof. .= 1) 
Rank (Inslr.: L\!cturer = 1) 
"Oth\!r" Tenure St.:ltUS 
College (CO SA = I) 
College (CESS = I) 
College (CAHSS = I) 
R' 
F 
Observations 
C oefficien t/( p-va I u e) 
8501 /«0.01) 
-914/(0.20) 
0.67/«0.01 ) 
90.3/(0.04) 
14403/«0.01 ) 
-95/(0.97) 
-3 78/(0.30) 
493/(0.88) 
-815/(79) 
12560/«0.0 1) 
412/(0.64) 
1624/(0.08) 
0.75 
123/«0.0 I) 
467 
Notes: Cases with missing data were deleted from the analysis reducing observations from 
519 to 467. Means/standard deviations for continuous variables are Salary (48,997113,232), Market 
(49661111,651), and Age (49.3 /9.3). The F is the F-statistic for the null of all coefficients equal zero. 
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T:.Ible A.2 
Faculry Gender Results from Alternative Specifications/Samples 
Alterna ti ve Gender Coefficient/(p-value) R' 
Above Median Age Only -1345/(0.25) 0.61 
Below Median Age Only -715/(0.23 ) 0.87 
(OSA On ly -243/(0.93) 0.7:: 
(ESS Only -269/(0.83) 0.73 
C~HS5 Only -536/(0.68) 0.66 
(STH Only -1768/(0.15) 0.75 
Professors Only -1032/(054) 0.76 
Associa(1! Professors Only -481 /(0.67) 0.80 
Assistant Professors Only -1556/«0.01 ) 0.90 
Instruclors/LI!CIUrers Only 1223/(0.65) 0.83 
Ln(Salary) as Dependent Variabll! -0.02/(0.18) 0.69 
Ml!atl Substituted for Miss ing Data - 1106/(0 .13) 0.71 
Part Time Faculty Only -2648/(0.13) 0.60 
Factors with p < 0.10 Only -890/(0.21 ) 0.75 
Nores: Unless otherv.rise noted, the coefficients are for fu!I time facuity using 467 observations with 
non-missing values. The mean substituted fo r missing data version uses 519 observations for fuJI 
time facuity. The part time coefficient uses 43 observations with non-missing values. Number of 
females/number of total faculty in sample by college: (OSA (6/54); CESS (54/ 117); CAH5S 
(5811 63); (5TH (57/ 177). 
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Ta ble A.J 
Detailed Regress ion Res ults for Sta ff Salaries 
Variable Coefficien t/(p-va l ue) Va ri able Coe rficient/(p-va lu(') 
Constant 4007/«0.01) In VP (IT) Office -7990/(0.03 ) 
Gender -982/«0.01 ) Knowledge (# I) 71 /«0.01) 
Contract Length 3296/«0.0 I) Knowledge (#2 ) 54/«0.01 ) 
(I~ mo. = I) 
Knowledge (#3) 186,«001) 
Longevity (Years 315 /«0.01) 
since First Hired) Problem Solving (#1) 150/«0.0 1) 
Years of Break in -295/«0.0 I) Problem Solving (#2) -61 /(0 cO) 
WK U Service Time 
Decision Making (# 1) 2.4/(0.39 ) 
In President' s Office -432/(0.82) 
Decision Making (#2) 63/«0.01 ) 
In VP(AA) Office -738/(0.69) 
Supervision -1 11 /«0.1) 
In VP(F&A) Office -3912/(0.14) 
Working Contracts 25/(0.44) 
In VP (SA) Office -4666/(0.21 ) 
R' 0.81 
F 173/( <0.0 I ) 
Observations 774 
Notes: Cases with missing observations were deleted. Explanations of the job skill variables are 
inc luded in the text. Means/Standard deviations: Salary (22.230/8337); Years Since Hired (9.8/8.0) ; 
Break in Service (0.8: 2.7). F is the F-statistic for the nu!! of a!! coefficients equal zero. 
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Table A.4 
Staff Gender Results from Alternative Specifi ca tions/Samples 
Alternative Gender Coefficient/(p.value) R' 
Above Average Time -1 0411(0.04) 0.81 
Since Hired 
Below A verage Time -8471(0.02) 0.78 
Since Hired 
Ln(Salary) as Dependent Variable -O.OSI( <0.01 ) 0 .8 1 
Mean Substituted for Missing Data -16321«0.01) 0 .61 
Factors with p < 0. 10 only -10171(0.01) 0.81 
Notes: Except as noted. the estimates USI! the same model ::IS thl! full sample st3ff mode!. 
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Table A.S 
Detailed Regression Results for Administrative Salaries 
Coefficien t/( p-V3 lue) 
Constant -14104/(0.16) 
Gender (fema!e = I ) -4973/(0.13) 
Longevity (Age) 759/«0.01) 
Contr:lct ( 12 mo. = I ) 31078/«0.01) 
Office of President "8981 /(0.01 ) 
VP Office (AA = 1) "6116/«0.01) 
VP Office (FIt.A. = 1) 34133 /«0.01 ) 
VP Office ( IA = 1) 34788/(0.01 ) 
VP Office (SA = 1) 29503 /(0.04) 
-
Dean Office (COBA = 1) 37915/«0.01) 
Dean Office (CEBS = 1 = 1) 21751 /(0.03) 
Dean Office (CA HSS = 1) 18867/(0.06) 
Dean Office (CSTH = 1) -4568/(0.65) 
R' 0 .64 
F 10.91«0.01) 
Observations 95 
Notes:. Means/standard deviations for continuous variables are Salary (55 ,75 1121,21 2) and Age 
(48.9/8.4) . 
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Table A.6 
Administrat ive Gender Resul ts from Alternative Specifications/Samples 
Alterna ti ve Gender Coeffic icnt/(p-value) R' 
Above Average Age -7226/(0.16) 0.55 
Below Average Age -4628/(0.26) 0.72 
Salary Above Average -9311(0.82 ) 0.55 
Salary Below A verage -1520/(0.57) 0.54 
Ln(Salary) as Dependent Variable -0. 10/(0. 16) 0.72 
Factors with p < 0.10 Only -4848/(0.1 7) 0.64 
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T,ble A.7 
Assistant Professor Gender Gap Estimates by Various Sub-Groups 
Alternative Gender Coeffic ient/(p-va lue) R' 
Above A verage Age for -886/(0 .18) 0.88 
Assistant Professors 
Below Average Age for -2404/« 0.0 I) 0.9 1 
Assistant Professors (42.5 ) 
Above Average Age for 
Assis tant Professo rs AND 
Without COBA -2339/(0.01 ) 0.88 
Without CESS -1298/(0 .16) 0.95 
Without CAHSS -2613 /(0.06) 0.91 
Without C5TH -3510/(0.01) 0 .9 1 
Gender Only Models 
CESS Only -4439/(0.05) 0.29 
CEBS Only without I Outlier -2127/(0.24) 0.12 
Notes: Unless otherwise noted, the coefficients use the factors from the full faculty model. TIle 
above average age assistant professor data set includes 72 faculty with average time since hired of 
3 years with 6 percent from COBA, 20 percent from CEBS, 29 percent from CAHSS , and 41 percent 
from CSTH. The below average age assistant professor data set includes 57 faculty with average 
rime since hired of 12 years with 3 percent from COBA, 23 percent from CEBS, 35 percent from 
CAHSS . and 35 percent from CSTH. 
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Table A.S 
Staff Gender Gap Estimates by Salary Level Groupings 
Alternative Gender Coeffic ient/(p-v:l lue) R' 
Above Average Salary -546/(0.33) 0.57 
Below A verage Salary -377/(0.02) 0.83 
Salary under S 13 .500 -59/(046) 0.90 
Salary between S! 3.500 and Average -323/(003) 0.75 
Salary between A ve rage and 531,000 23/(094) 0.27 
Salary above S31.000 -1608/(0.09) 0.45 
Notes: TIlt: est imates use the same model as the fu ll sample staff model. Number of obSl.! l" Va ll Ol1 s 
for sabry groupings are as follows: Above average (n '=' 313): Below average (n = -1- 55) : Bdow 
S 13.500 (n = 10 1): SI3.500-average (n = 354): average - 531.000 (n = [89): Above 531.000 (n .., 
124). 
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Report of the 
Compensation Subcommittee 
February 13, 1998 
After reviewing the responses to the memorandum that had been distributed to all faculty , 
sraff, and student employees and the remarks of the representatives of the administrative staff 
who attended the February 26, 1997, task force meeting, the Compensation Subcommittee met to 
determine its focus. Although the category of compensation includes benefits as well as salaries 
and wages, the group agreed that all constituencies seemed concerned primarily with the issue of 
comparable pay. Very few memorandum respondents had ciled non-salary benefits in their li sts 
of important concerns. 
With that in mind, the committee reviewed salary and wage studies that had been done in 
recent years using Western Kentucky University faculty and staff data: 
Does Sex Discn'minatioll Exist ill Faculty Salaries at Western Kentucky University? An 
Empirical Examination of the Wage Gap by Reed Vesey, masters thesis, Department of 
Economics (199 1) 
Salary Differentials for Non-Faculty Male and Female Employees at Western Kentucky 
University -- Is it Discrimination ? by Jill Friedmann, graduate student in Economics 
(1994) 
Faculty Senate Annual Salary Report (1996-97) 
Study oj the Western Kentucky University Classification and Compensation Plan, W, F, 
Corroon (1996) 
Concerns were expressed about the clarity and reliability of the data in these existing 
documents, partly because of the lapse in time and partly because the Corroon study had caused 
some changes in the staff pay structure (retroactive to January 1996), The committee concluded 
that a new faculty and staff salary and wage study should be commissioned, Subcommittee 
chairperson Dan Roenker obtained approval from President Thomas Meredith for a summer 
stipend to fund the project and then secured a commitment from Brian Goff of the Economics 
Department to perform the study with Dr. Roenker's assistance, 
During the summer of 1997, Dr. Roenker and Dr. Goff met with Tony Glisson (Human 
Resources Director) and Cheryl Smith ( Compensation Coordinator) to discuss their data needs. 
Assistance was also received from Bob Cobb and Bob August in Administrative Computing 
Services, In late August Dr. Goff and Dr. Roenker completed the study, which began with this 
overview statement: 
The main objective of our report is to compute and interpret quantitative estimates 
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of differences in pay between men and women at WKU -- the gender gap -- while taking 
into account non-gender-related factors influencing pay. To accomplish our goal, we 
obtained employment-related data for all faculty, staff, and administrators. The factors at 
our disposal included salary, unit and/or job identifiers, a limited set of personal 
characteristics (including gender), and several other factors such as length of service. We 
calculated simple, descriptive measures of the average and variability of salary by gender. 
Then, we used a statistical technique (regression analysis) to calculate the impact of 
genderwhile accounting for several other influences on pay. 
Elaborating on the "other influences on pay," the audlOrs said: 
In addition to anonymous salary data, our initial data set consisted of 29 other 
factors related to employment. We also obtained market benchmark data for faculty from 
the College and University Personnel Association. Using past empirical literature as a 
guide coupled with professional judgement and some preliminary investigation, we 
constructed the regression models of pay discussed below from this set of factors. As 
with all studies of this type, our objective in building the models was to account for as 
much of the differences in pay as these factors and sound economic/statistical practice 
would permit. Because the factors included in the final statistical models of pay differ 
across faculty , staff, and administrators, we describe each of these models separately 
along with the main results. In most cases, the reasons for the inclusion of a factor 
should be apparent. A comprehensive listing of all factors obtained and constructed is 
included in the Appendix along with more discussion on specific factors and detailed 
statistical results. 
Details of the study appear as the attachment entitled A Quantitative Assessment of Gender Gaps 
in WKU Salaries. Included here are the report's conclusions . 
1) The data do not support a finding of systematic discrimination against women among 
WKU's faculty and administrators once a set of other factors (such as longevity, rank, 
and benchmark market value) related to pay are taken into account; 
2) The absence of systematic gender gaps for most faculty and administrators does not 
rule out the possibility of gender bias in faculty or administrative pay. However, if and 
where such discrimination may occur, it would seemingly be limited to isolated cases , 
and therefore, not reflected in campus-wide salary studies such as ours; 
3) The most comparable version of a 1992 regression study of WKU faculty pay found a 
$1700 gender gap in favor of males. In part, our use of more detailed market benchmark 
salary data may have reduced this gap. Additionally, our results may indicate that a 
combination of university policies regarding gender, increased awareness of the issue, 
andlor Changing personnel have helped to reduce the gap; 
4) A basic version of our model for all staff members showed a $980 gap in favor of 
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males. The range around this figure which accounts for likely sampling error runs from 
$400 to $1500. A more detailed version of the staff gender gap shows gender-based 
salary differences in favor of males of $320 in the category of staff making around 
$13,000 to $22,000 annually. 
As with almost any statistical study, improvements are possible with better data, more 
time, and more expertis'.:!. This study includes no direct measures of individual productivity. 
Additionally, it does not account for societal customs and pressures that historica1iy have 
channeled females into lower paying occupations. 
The committee recognizes that all data analysis techniques have limitations. For 
example, the tools used in this study are designed to detect evidence of systemic bias in the 
allocation of salaries. Those rools do not permit the identification of individual cases in which 
bias may, in fact, exist, although the presence of numerous such cases would be detected by {he 
regression tools used. 
Although the primary focus of the Compensation Subcommittee was the issue of gender-
based differences in pay, the group decided to look also at non-salary benefits that are gender 
related. 
In her 1995 paper Western Kentucky University Faculty Pregnancy Leave Practices: A 
Report on Currefll Practices and Perceptions, Dr. Betsy Shoenfelt of the WKU Department of 
Psychology questioned all academic department heads concerning practices and opinions related 
to covering classes during a faculty member's maternity leave. Fifteen options were ranked for 
willingness to use , fairness to the pregnant faculty member, and fairness to other departmental 
faculty. 
Although having other faculty cover classes for the absent faculty member during and 
after childbirth is by far the most frequently used option at WKU, it was rated second in fairness 
to the pregnant"faculty member and twelfth in fairness to other faculty members. The option of 
hiring a temporary instructor was deemed the most fair to all faculty members. Dr. Schoenfelt 
concluded that when funds and a qualified instructor are available, this is the preferred option. 
She noted, however, that "not all options are equally viable for every department" and that heads 
"favor the flexibility in covering classes provided in the current maternity leave policy. " 
In an April 1997 working paper, Perceived Fairness of MaternilY Leave Policies in a 
University Setting, Dr. Shoenfelt continues the discussion of perceptions of fairness in the 
workplace ("organizational justice"). Using data obtained from a questionnaire distributed to 
faculty members, she found that "faculty members were significantly more willing to support a 
policy that had been established through a participative process" and that "maternity leave 
policies that required less work from other faculty members were perceived as more fair 
than policies that increased their workload." She concluded that "administrators would be wise 
to use a participative method in determining any policy oprion if they are seeking an option that 
will be perceived as fair and one which faculty are willing to support. " 
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Non-faculty maternity policies are outlined in the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 
which is included as Policy #4-51 in the Personnel Policies and Procedures Manual of the WKU 
Department of Human Resources. After a maximum total leave time of 12 weeks (including sick 
leave, vacation days, and paid or unpaid leave), the employee will be returned to her "prior 
position or an equivalent pos ition with equivalent pay, benefits, and working conditions." 
Although little or no concern was expressed by memorandum respondents regarding child 
care, the subcommittee was curious about the availability of on-campus facilities. Infonnation 
obtained through Colleen Mendel, Director of Training and Technical Assistance Services, 
indicated that the Western Kentucky University Chi ld Care Center does not exist solely for the 
benefit of faculty and staff members. The two WKU centers offer federally fu nded Head Start 
programs as well as day care, kindergarten, and after-school services to the entire community. 
Enrollment is competitive, despite the fairly expensive rates for those who do not qualify for 
ass istance . 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that as the facul ty grows younger, interest will grow in 
hav ing more convenient and reliable day care services, including a drop-in sick-child center. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The findings of the Subcommittee on Compensation lead the members to make the 
fo llowing recommendations. 
I. The gender-based salary difference discovered among staff personnel in the $ 13,000 to 
$22,000 pay range should be addressed. 
2. Outliers not detected in the 1997 salary study should not be ignored; their situations should be 
examined and any cases of bias eliminated. 
3. Salary studies (using the data gathering structure now in place) should be conducted every 
three years 
4. A directory of non-salary benefi ts and services of particular interest to women should be 
prepared and d istributed among female faculty and staff. 
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EMPLOYMENT/ADVANCEMENT STUDY 
a. Report of the Employment and Advancement Subcommittee 
b. Gender Charts 
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Report of the 
Employment and Advancement Subcommittee 
February 10, 1998 
This subcommittee focused on the effect that gender considerations have on the selection, hiring, 
and subsequent advancement of university personneL The committee fi rst studied the gender 
composition of five groups that appear during the faculty and professional staff hiring process : 
a) search committees, (b) applicants, c) qualified applicants, (d) persons interviewed, and 
(e) persons hired. 
This report also addresses the issues of tenure and promotion for female faculty and provides a 
detai led look at the gender composition of faculty and staff within each university unit. 
Sections I and II include charts with findings about the employment and advancement of women 
on the campus. Section III contains the conclusions and recommendations. 
The data for the employment issues were obtained from the Affirmative Action Office, the data 
for tenure awards and promotions were obtained from the Office of Vice President of Academic 
Affairs, and the data for the gender composition were obtained from the Administrative 
Computing center. During the compilation of these data, we identified the following limitations: 
• The data concerning the hiring process at Western were available for approximately two 
years (1996 and 1997). Data about hiring practices before the organization of the 
Office of Affirmative Action do not exist in a reliable format. 
• The data reporting the gender composition of departments, colleges, units, and areas do 
not include split positions (about 20 positions that are funded through more than one 
budget). We excluded split positions (persons paid hom two departmental budgets) so 
people and positions would not be counted twice. 
• The data reporting the composition of departments do not include optional retirees. 
• In some instances, the composition of departments and areas has changed multiple times 
over the last fi ve years (e.g., Anthropology, Academic Computing) . "When possible, this 
report places departments/areas in the divisions where they are currently assigned. 
• The data used to report the gender composition of departments, co lleges, units and areas 
provides a "snapshot" extracted from a database that changes as positions are vacated and 
filled. Therefore, if the snapshot had been taken a few weeks before or after these data 
were collected in the Fall 1997 semester, the actual gender composition would be 
different from the data reported. 
• No detailed data were available for non-exempt (hourly) personnel. 
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SECTION I: Findings and analysis of the gender compositions of (a) search committees, 
(b) job applicants, © qualified job applicants, (d) persons intcn'icwcd, 
and (c) persons hired, tenure awards, and the promotion of faculty . 
Note: The "period" referred to in each chart may be 1993·1997 ill 1996·1997. Please consult 
each chart for the specific time period. 
Chart I 
Chart 2 
Chart 3 
Chart 4 
"Gender Ratios in Hiring Process for Faculty Positions" 
Fi ndings: A near balance of gender existed in the composition of faculty search 
committees. The majority (approximately 70%) of applicants, for faculty 
positions, were male. The majori ty (approximately 65%) of "quali fied 
applicants,,1 were male. However, both the number of applicants given on· 
campus interviews and the number of new faculty hi red were about 50% female. 
"Gender Ratios in Hiring Process for Administrative/Staff Positions" 
Findings: The composition of search committees was about 60% male. The 
number of applicants was about 65% male, the number of qualified applicants was 
about 55% male, the number interviewed was about 60% male, and the number 
hired about 60% male. 
''Tenure Awards" 
Finding: During the period, 46 of 48 females (96%) and 52 of 54 males (96%) 
received tenure. 
"Promotion of Eligible Faculty to Assistant Professor" 
Finding: During the period, 100% of the eligible females and 100% of the males 
were promoted to the rank of Assistant Professor. 
1"Qualified Applicants" is a rating designation, defined and assigned by the search 
committee to each applicant. This rating system helps the committee in ranking applicants. 
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Chart 5 
Chart 6 
"Promotion of Eligible Faculty to Associate Professor" 
Finding; During the period, 40 of 42 females (95%) and 51 of 57 males (89%) 
were promoted to the rank of Associate Professo r. 
"Promotion of Eligible Faculty to Professor" 
Finding: During the period, 16 of 16 females (100%) and 29 of 33 (88%) males 
were promoted to the rank of Professor. 
SECTION II : Findings on the gender composition of faculty and staff by college; staff by 
executive area, faculty by specific departments, and staff by specific units. 
Chart 7 
Chart 8 
Chart 9 
"Gender Composition of Faculty by College":! 
Findings: The College of Business Administration consistently had the lowest 
percentage of female faculty, while the College of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences and the Community College had the closest balance by gender. 
"Gender Composition of Non-exempt Staff by College" 
Findings: This chart displays the high percentage of females in non-exempt 
(hourly) positions. These positions are typically secretarial (office associate) 
positions. 
"Gender Composition of Exempt Staff by Executive Area" 
Findings: The executive area of Student Affairs tended to be the most balanced of 
all executive areas in the number of exempt (salaried) positions. As a group, 
executive areas have been trending toward balance since 1993. 
Chart 10 
"Gender Composi tion of Non-exempt Staff by Executive Area" 
Findings: The bulk of employees in this classification come from the Fac ilities 
2 Faculty composition includes "Exempt Staff' in a few instances. These persons are 
typically professional staff assigned to departments. 
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Management Unit of Finance and Administration and from the Public Safety Unit 
of Student Affairs. These persons are not counted in chart 8. (See detai led analysis 
on charts 16a1b, ISaIb, 20, 22, 24a1b, 26) 
Chart I I 
"Faculty Gender By Department: College of Business Administrat ion" 
Findings: All departments show a consistent ly high percentage of male faculty . 
Since 1993, the College has had an overall faculty composition rate of about 89% 
male. 
Chart 12 
"Faculty Gender by Department: College of Education and Behavioral Sciences" 
Findings: The college has three departments that have been consistently about 
60% male: Educational Leadership, Physical Education and Recreation, and 
Psychology. The Department of Consumer and Family Science has had a 
consistent rate of about 80% female, whi le the School of Integrative Studies in 
Teacher Education has had a rate of about 60% female. Since 1993, the College 
has had an overa ll composition rate of about 50% female. 
Chart 13 
"Faculty Gender by Department: Ogden College of Science, Technology and Health" 
Findings: Eight of the 12 department faculties have been at least 75% male. The 
departments of Nursing and Allied Health and Human Services had the highest 
percentage of females. Since 1993, the College has had an overall composition 
rate of about 70% male. 
Chart 14 
"Faculty Gender by Department: Potter College of Arts, Humanities and 
Social Sciences" 
Findings: Five of the 11 departments' faculties have been at least 75% male. 
Although the departments of English and Modern Languages and Intercultural 
Studies had a near balance, the College has had an overall composition rate of 
about 70% male since 1993. 
Charts ISa and ISb 
"Gender of Exempt Staff in Academic Affairs"3 
3 Exempt Staff refers to professional non-faculty persons. 
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Findings: Five of the 17 areas had a majority of male exempt (salaried) staff: 
Academic Advising, Agricultural Exposition Center and University Farm, Deans' 
Offices, Inst itute for Economic Development, and Student Publications. 
A majority of female staff is found in the areas of Admissions, Continuing Education, 
Center for Teaching and Learning, Forensics, International Programs, and Office of the 
Registrar. Since 1993 , the majority of exempt staff in the Academic Affairs area has 
been female , with a trend toward balance. (Chart 9) 
Charts 16a and 16b 
"Gender of Non-exempt Staff in Academic Affairs" 
Findings: With the exception of the Agricultural Exposition Center/University 
Farm, the majority of all non-exempt staff with in the area of Academic Affairs 
has been female . Since 1993 , Academic Affairs has had approximately 90% 
females in all non-exempt positions. (Chart 10) 
Chart 17 
"Gender of Exempt Staff in Finance and Administration" 
Findings: In eight of the 13 units in the area of Finance and Administration, more 
than 75% of exempt staff positions were held by males. No females were reported 
within the Bookstore, Business Services, Central Stores, ID Center, Postal 
Services, or the Print Shop. Since 1993, the majority of exempt staff within 
Finance and Administrat ion has been male, but the trend has been toward balance. 
(Chan 9) 
Chans 18a and 18b 
"Gender of Non-exempt Staff in Finance and Administration" 
Findings: The majority of non-exempt employees within Finance and 
Administration are females. The largest unit, Facilities Management, had a 
consistent composition of about 60% male. Since 1993, the overall composition 
of non-exempt staff has been near balance. (Chart 10) 
Chart 19 
"Gender of Exempt Staff in Institutional Advancement" 
Findings: Since 1993, the majority of exempt staff in the area of 
Institutional Advancement has been male. In 1996, Alumni Affairs lost one male and 
gained one female, making it the only unit with a majority of female staff. (Chart 9) 
Chart 20 
"Gender of Non-exempt Staff in Institutional Advancement" 
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Findings: All non-exempt staff in the Institutional Advancement area have been female 
since 1993. (Chart 10) 
Chart 21 
"Gender of Exempt Staff in Information Technology" 
Findings: This executive area was created in 1997 and is an amalgamation of 
several technology units . This area has trended toward balance since 1994, but 
remains at approximately 65% male. (Chart 9) 
Chart 22 
"Gender of Non -exempt Staff in lnfonnation Technology" 
Findings: The majority of non-exempt staff within the lnfonnation Technology 
area is female. Administrative Computing is the only unit in which males are 
employed (with the exception of Telecommunication in 1996). The unit has 
tended to remain at approximately 35% male since 1993 . (Chart 10) 
Charts 23a and 23b 
"Gender of Exempt Staff in Student Affairs" 
Findings: Overall this uni t has tended toward balance, with approximately 55% 
of all exempt staff being female since 1993 . Three units, Public Safety, 
Student Activities, and the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, consistently 
reported that 100% of their employees since 1993 have been male. (Chart 9) 
Charts 24a and 24b 
"Gender of Non-exempt Staff in Student Affairs" 
Findings: In nine of the 12 units, 100% of the non-exempt staff has been female. 
Public Safety consistently has reported approximately 65% male employees, 
Downing University Center approximately 60% males, and Career Services 20% 
male. Since 1993, the non-exempt staff in Student Affairs has averaged about 
60% female. (Chart 10) 
Chart 25 
"Gender of Exempt Staff in President's Area" 
Findings: Within this executive area, Athletics accounts for nearly 80% of all 
exempt staff positions. Within this group, approximately 80% of all positions 
have been male. (Chart 9) 
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Chart 26 
"Non-exempt Staff in President's Area" 
Findi ngs: 100% of non-exempt staff has been female . This trend has been 
consistent since 1993. (Chart 10) 
SECTION III: Conclusions and Recommendations. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. In the 1996-1997 academic year, a slim majority of interviewees (92 females/89 males) 
and actual hires (38 females/34 males) for faculty positions was female . However, the 
overwhelming majority (713 males/361 females) of qualified applicants was male . 
(Chart 1). For Administrative/Staff positions, the minority ( 197 females/293 males) of 
interviewees and new employees (50 fcmales173 males) was female. (Chart 2) 
2. The University appears to award faculty tenure and promotions without regard to gender. 
(Chart 3, 4 and 6) No detailed analysis could be made about those individuals not 
promoted. 
3. In the period 1993-1 997, the University had approximately 33% female faculty. In the 
1996-1997 academic year, the data revealed a low of 9.6% females in the 
College of Business Administration to a high of 51 .3% females in the 
College of Education and Behavioral Sciences. This same year was the only one in which 
the numbers of new faculty members were balanced by gender in all co lleges. 
(Charts 7, 11,12,13, 14) 
4. During 1993-1997, over 60% of all persons hired for non-exempt staff (hourly) positions 
was female. (Charts 8 and 10) 
5. Between 1993 and 1997, the percentage of females hired for exempt staff (salaried) 
positions increased to 45% but has not changed in two years. (Charts 9 and 2) 
RECOMMENDA nONS 
1. Appropriate offices should review for gender bias the current system(s) for tracking and 
reporting staff employee turnover, recruitment, job advertising, interviewing and actual 
hiring. Any system(s) adopted after this examination should be linked to establi shed 
equal opportunity goals. 
2. To help improve gender ratios in all units, the University should monitor, track" and 
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publ ish faculty gender data regard ing vacancies (to include reti rements/optional 
retirements), recruitment, hirings, promotions, and tenure awards. The University should 
provide adequate computer resources for this task to the appropriate offices (Academic 
Affairs, Human Resources, and Affinnative Action). Such data should be used for 
overs ight, review, and follow up. 
3. The University should analyze job vacancies and applicant pool(s) to expose the patterns 
of hiring in specific units and, where appropriate, assist units in developing strategies to 
increase the number of females hired. 
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CHART 3. Tenure Awards by Gender 
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CHART 5. Promotion of Eligible Faculty to 
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CHART 7 Gender Composition of Faculty' by College 
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CHART 11 . Facu lty' Gender by Department 
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CHART 13. Faculty' Gender by Department 
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CHART 16a. Gender of Non Exempt (Hourly) Staff in 
Academic Affa irs 
1993-1997 
CHART 16b. Gender of Non Exempt (Hourly) Staff in 
Academic Affai rs (Can!.) 
1993-1997 
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-CHART 17 Gender of Exempt (Salaried ) Staff in 
Finance & Administration 
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CHART 18a. Gender of Non Exempt (Hourly) Staff in 
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CHART 18b. Gender of Non Exempt (Hourty) Staff in 
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CHART 19. Gender of Exempt (Salaried) Staff in 
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CHART 20. Gender of Non Exempt (Hourly) Staff in 
Institutional Advancement 
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CHART 21 . Gender of Exempt (Salaried) Staff in 
Information Technology 
1993-1997 
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~ K U S?ONS ORED PR OG RAMS TEL: 502 - 74S- 4211 =e b 12 ' 98 11' 1 0 No . 005 F. 08 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
STUDY OF THE STATUS OF WOMEN ON CAMPUS 
190 FINE ARTS CENTER 
BOWLING GREEN, KENTIJCKY 41101 
November 20, 1997 
Dear ,,\TKU Employee: 
11';77bl'1 
You are being asked to fi ll out a short survey about the status of women at Western Kentucky 
University . This survey is part of the year-ieng study by the Task Force on the Status of Women 
at WKU. It should take onJy a few minutes of your time. Your participation is 8.illy voluntary 
and confidential. You may quit at any time, and you may refuse to answer any question. If ycu 
do not wish to participate , please return this survey in the enclosed envelope uncompleted. Your 
completed responses will mean that you conse:lt to participate in this survey. Thank. yOu for your 
participa~ion . Your input is very valuable to us. 
On the next page are statementS about tho! status of women at Westem Kentucky University. 
There are no ri~t or wrong an~wc:rs . You are simply expres!Jine your opinions. Please indicate 
how strongly you agr~ or disagree with each statement by usir.g tlle following scale: 
so - Stroaily Disacree 0 .. Dina:rtle N .. NeUhr Air" nor Dbacru A" Airct SA" Stroac1y Acree 
Please fill in bubbles that correspond to the letters above using 3 nwnber 2 pencil. 
Once you have completed the survey, please enclose it in the envelope provided to you and return 
it in campus mail no later thao Wednesday, Decemb~r 3, 1997. Please do no t write your name on 
the envelope or on the Stir/cy. 
Thank you Ilg~n for your partieipation. 
Sincerely, 
Task Force on the Status of Women at VlKU 
11 2 
kK U S ~ON SG R E D ?RO GRAM S TEL:S02-7 eS- 42!1 Ij :JG NO 0)5 : .C ~ II.??O( -/ 
WKU STATUS OF WOMEN SURVEY 
'. " ....•... " MARI(JNO 1N!'!RUcncNS 
• u. •• No, 2 pencil only. 
CORRECT: • INCORRECT; '/ • "'ke .olld marils that flll the ~pon .. com~ly. 
• E,.M olunly .ny martw you wl.h to change. 
x 
• 
• 
Neither ~ LiSted below is ii se ries of stalements about tha status of women at WKU. Please indicate hew sttcngly you agree or disagree with aBC.., statement ill It penalna to your woft{ lrea. Strongly AQ,... Cl ef Stn;:n9~ O!&.agree 0 1"'\,1'" Oleagree AgltIfI Agre. 
. ,.:" ', ... - . "". ,.: ~.-, ., r ,. ... ' . .; . :'-#.!:. 
. '.' l • - . " ',' • .:-. . " , 
t. Women have leu opporrunfty to participate., OeCllkJn.mlktng actrvrtle, tts~n 
men have, 
. ' ',': •. .', .'~ ;"3!' 1~' ••• : i. : .H .•.. ~ '!" ."'.,, •. ' .• -:';u:, 
. " , . ~. 
Ne,I'*' 
..... Ualng the same scaie , p!eaee Indicate how strongty you agree or 
....... diaagnMI wtth eacn of tl':e follOWlnQ statement ... " fMrUlne ~o WKU. Str"OnQly A.;ree rIO' StronQly 
=>15~," O!MOr.Ni o.. .. ~ A.II'" .tog,. 
• . Tl"1e WKU campus is a physicalty saf. environmeni .. ........ .... ..... . 
U you marked SO or D . wnlch group do you bel!eve tend. to be more favorably treated? 
Males Fl!tmalea 
, .... . . . 
, . '.':~ .: __ , .. " .;~ ~.' : ' I· .= :':::;" ';., " .. ,." . . ::~:;;7·. 
' • •• 'j .\ . ' ',. • '. :t .. "·f " . .• r 
, j' 
For rl8earcn purposes only, we would like to know the 
following informllticn about you : 
Q . Ive you (Pleu. fill in one.) FaC<J ity Staff? 
b. Ale you Male Female? 
c. In ttle~oaces provided. 
please ",," ita the nurnber of 
years you have worked al 
WKU as a full·l !me 
emplOyee. Darken the 
correspond ing bubtles 
below you r e n!r/ . 
The"k you (or your partie/polelon' Please ,.tum th,. term In me ene/osad 
envelop. by W«fnead.y, December J, 1997. 
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Description of the Process 
WKU Status of Women Sunrey Report 
February 4, 1998 
It was determined by the Task Force, based on the initial single-item memorandum 
distributed to all full-time employees and to student workers , that furthe r data on perceptions of 
several top ics (e.g., safety, sexual harassment, respec t, advancement, job satisfaction, pay equity) 
were needed. Based on the init ial memorandum, on the critical incidents questionnaire , and on 
the needs of each of the subcommittees, research questions on areas of concern for inclusion in 
the survey were generated. The purpose of the survey was to detennine the perceptions of the 
WKU population. Since it was deemed important that everyone have an opportunity to express 
opinions on each of the areas of concern, it was decided by the Task Force that the survey 
instrument be mailed to all full -time faculty and staff of Western Kentucky University rather than 
to a sample from thi s population. 
Once the research questions were determined, items for inclusion in the survey were 
developed. It was decided to use a series of Likert statements in order to determine the 
percept ions, attitudes, and opinions of the population. Survey statements and demographic 
questions were developed, discussed, and revised by the entire Task Force. A cover letter from 
the Task Force was also wrinen. The survey itself was printed on scanable survey fonns in order 
to expedite the data analysis. Several Task Force members agreed to pretest the cover letter and 
the survey instrument on the scannable fonns. Results oftlie pretesting were given to one Task 
Force Member who then incorporated the pretest suggestions and corrected any problems. A 
second group of pretesters then pretested the revised survey instrument and the cover letter. 
Again, appropriate suggestions were incorporated into a final version of the survey and the cover 
letter. Approval of the survey. cover letter, and process was given by the WKU Human Subjects 
Review Board prior to the mailing of the'survey via campus mail on November 20, 1997. The 
dead li ne return date ind icated in the cover letter was December 3, 1997. 
Description of the Respondents 
One thousand five hundred twenty- fi ve surveys were mailed through campus mail in. 
November to the full-t ime faculty and staffof Western Kentucky University. A cover letter and 
return envelope also were included in the mailing. Of the 1525 surveys sent, 733 were returned 
for a 48 percent response rate. Of the 733 returned, 685 had usable, completed responses. The 
percentage of faculty respondents was 44.4 and the percentage of staff respondents was 55.6. 
This is reasonably close to the population percentages of faculty (37. 1 %) and staff (62.9 %). 
The percentage of male respondents was 4 1.3 and female respondents was 58.7. This is 
compared to 48.9 percent males and 51 .1 percent females in the population percentages of fu ll-
time employees. The number of years worked at WKU by respondents ranged from less than one 
to 36. The average number of years worked was 11.58 years; however, approximately 50 percent 
of the respondents have worked eight years or less. 
II' 
Descriptive Statistics of the Responses 
Respondents were asked to indicate how strongly they agreed or disagreed with a series 
of statements using the standard five-point Likert scale. Lower value responses represent 
disagreement and higher value responses represent agreement. The center response was labeled 
"Neither Agree nor Disagree" (This response was assigned a value of three on the five point 
scale for statistical analysis; "strongly disagree" was assigned a value of one; "disagree" was 
assigned a value of two; "agree" was assigned a value of four and "strongly agree" was assigned 
a value of five.) The data in the fo llowing table show the overall mean and standard deviation 
for each of the statements in the survey. 
Overall Means for All Respondents 
Statement Meant Standard 
Deviation 
Women's opinions concemingjob-related matters are taken less seriously than 2.71 1.35 
are men's opinions. 
Employing women in administrative positions is a priority. 3.04 1.14 
Working conditions make it more difficult for a woman than for a man to 2.63 1.24 
achieve job satisfaction. 
Women have less opportunity than men have for advancement. 2.89 1.37 
Women are treated with less respect than are men. 2.71 1.33 
Women have less opportunity to participate in decision-making activit ies than 2.76 1.32 
men have. 
Persons in my work area fully understand the concept of sexual harassment. 3.66 1.11 
Persons in my work area fully understand WKU's policy regarding sexual 3.46 1.09 
harassment. 
Women are not retained in their jobs as frequen tly as are men. 2.46 1.03 
The WKU campus is a physically safe environment. 3.39 0.99 
Women and men are paid comparable wages for comparable work at WKU. 2.57 1.24 
Employee evaluations at WKU are conducted without regard to gender. 3.40 1.06 
Overall, women and men are treated equally at WKU. 2.83 1.18 
• " ,, ' " ,,' Means reponed on a five pomt scale where 1 ]s Strongly D]sagree and 5 ]s Strongly Agree . 
Data Analysis 
Before detennining if statistically significant differences exist in the data between males 
and females and between staff and faculty, a two-way analysis of variance was perfonned to test 
for interaction effects between sex and faculty/staff status. With one exception, there were no 
two-way interaction effects for sex and faculty/staff status. The only statistically significant 
interaction effect (p = 0.050) was for the statement: Persons in my work area fully understand the 
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concept of sexual harassment. Means* for this statement are presented below. 
Male facu lty: 3.64 Male staff: 3.94 Female facu hy : 3.15 Female staff: 3.80 
• Means reported on a five point scale where " 1" is Strongly Disagree and "5" is Strongly Agree. 
A one-way analysis of variance was perfonned for the main effect of sex in order to 
detennine if there was a statistically significant difference in the mean responses to the 
statements for males and females. The data in the fo llowing table indicate that for each of the 
statements, there was a statistically significant difference between male and female responses. In 
every case, females perceived there to be a greater problem for females than males perceived 
(e.g., females agreed more strongly than rnales that "women are treated with less respect than are 
rnen"). 
Results of Test for Differences in Means for Male and Female Respondents 
Statement Mean* Mean* 
fo' fo' Sig. 
Males Females 
Women's opinions concerning job-related matters are taken less seriously than 1.96 3.27 0.000 
are men's opi nions. 
Employing women in administrative positions is a priority. 3 .35 2.82 0.000 
Working conditions make it more d ifficult for a woman than for a man to 2.10 3.02 0.000 
achieve job satisfaction. 
Women have less opportunity than men have for advancement. 2.10 3.45 0.000 
Women are treated with less respect than are men. 2.01 3.22 0.000 
Women have less opportunity !O participate in decision-making activities than 2.04 3.29 0.000 
men have. 
Persons in my work area fully understand the concept of sexual harassmenl.** 3.77 3.58 0.028 
Persons in my work area fully understand WKU 's policy regarding sexual 3.58 3.38 0.018 
harassment. 
Women are not retained in their jobs as frequently as are men. 2.06 2.77 0.000 
The WKU campus is a physically safe environment. 3.60 3.25 0.000 
Women and men are paid comparable wages for comparable work at WKU. 3.25 2.10 0.000 
Employee evaluations at WKU are conducted without regard to gender. 3.79 3.13 0.000 
Overall, women and men are treated equally at WKU. 3.42 2.40 0.000 
• " .. ' " ". Means reponed on a five pOint scale where I lS Strongly DIsagree and 5 IS Strongly Agree . 
•• Interaction effect. Means: Male faculty 3.64 Male staff 3.94 Female faculty 3.15 Fema le staff 3.80 
The data in this last table show the results of a one-way analysis of variance looki ng for 
differences in responses between faculty and staff. Where there is a statistically significant 
difference between faculty and staff perceptions, the faculty responses are more favorable toward 
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women. There is no difference in perceptions between faculty and staff on employing women in 
administrative positions and on the safety of the WKU campus. 
Resul ts of Test for Differences in Means for Faculty and Staff Respondents 
Statement Mean· Mean· 
for for Sig. 
Faculty Staff 
Women 's opinions concemingjob-related maners are taken less seriously than 2.44 2.93 0.000 
are men 's opinions. 
Employing women in administrative posit ions is a priority. 3.08 3.00 0.392 
Working conditions make it more difficu lt fo r a woman than for a man to 2.51 2.74 0.017 
achieve job satisfaction. 
Women have less opportunity than men have for advancement. 2.59 3.12 0.000 
Women are treated with less respect than are men . 2.55 2.85 0.005 
Women have less opportunity to panicipate in decision-making activities than 2.52 2.96 0.000 
men have. 
Persons in my work area fully understand the concept of sexual harassment.·· 3.43 3.84 0.000 
Persons in my work area fully understand WKU's policy regarding sexual 3.29 3.60 0.000 
harassment. 
Women are not retained in their jobs as frequently as are men. 2.31 2.59 0.000 
The WKU campus is a physically safe environment. 3.43 3.37 0.448 
Women and men are paid comparable wages for comparable work at WKU. 2.74 2.45 0.003 
Employee evaluations at WKU are conducted without regard to gender. 3.57 3.26 0.000 
Overall, women and men are treated equally at WKU. 2.97 2.72 0.005 
• " .. ' " .. ' Means reported on a fi ve pomt scale where I IS Strongly DIsagree and 5 !s Srrong ly Agree . 
• * Interaction effect. Means: Male fac ulty 3.64 Male staff 3.94 Female faculty 3.1 5 Female staff 3.80 
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Statements and Corresponding Variable Names for 
Identification of Labels on Following Char ts 
Statement 
Women's opinions concemingjob-related matters are taken less seriously 
than are men's opinions. 
Employing women in administrative positions is a priority. 
Working conditions make it more diffi cult for a woman than fo r a man to 
achieve job satisfaction. 
Women have less opportunity than men have fo r advancement. 
Women are treated with less respect than are men. 
Women have less opportunity to participate in decision-making activities 
than men have. 
Persons in my work area fu lly understand the concept of sexual harassment. 
Persons in my work area fully understand WKU's policy regarding sexual 
harassment. 
Women are not retained in their jobs as frequently as are men. 
The WKU campus is a physically safe environment. 
Women and men are paid comparable wages fo r comparable work at WKU. 
Employee evaluations at WKU are conducted without regard to gender. 
Overall, women and men are treated equally at WKU. 
liS 
Variable Name 
OPINIONS 
EMPLOY 
WORKCOND 
ADVANCE 
RESPECT 
DECISION 
SEXUAL 
SEXPOLICY 
RETAINED 
SAFE 
WAGES 
EVALS 
EQUALTRT 
NEITHER 
(85) 12.6% 
WKU Status of Women Survey 
Question Ratings 
OPINIONS 
(168) 24.9% 
ST DISAGREE 
(161) 23.9% 
10.8% 
• 
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NEITHER 
(207) 30.8% 
EMPLOY 
(165) 24.6% 
DISAGREE 
(63) 9.4% 
11.0% 
WKU Status of Women Survey 
Question Ratings 
WORKCOND ADVANCE 
DISAGREE 
(205) 30.7% 
NEITHER 
(131) 19.6% 
STDISAGREE 
(141) 21.1% 
DISAGREE 
(163) 24.1% 
NEITHER 
AGREE(82) 12.1% 
(52) 7.8% 
AGREE 
(139) 20.8% 
120 
(204) 30.2% 
, 
STDISAGREE 
(142) 21.0% 
/ 
STAGREE 
(84) 12.4% 
DISAGREE 
(175) 26.6% 
NEITHER 
(103) 15.6% 
WKU Status of Women Survey 
Question Ratings 
RESPECT 
(1 61) 24.4% 
STDISAGREE 
(154) 23.4% 
DISAGREE 
(188) 27.9% 
AGREE NEITHER 
10.0% (91) 13.5% 
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DECISION 
(187) 27.7% 
ST DISAGREE 
(144) 21.3% 
• 
AGREE 
(312) 46.1% 
WKU Status of Women Survey 
Question Ratings 
SEXUAL SEXPOLICY 
NEITHER 
DISAGREE (157) 23.3% DISAGREE 
05) 15.5% (108) 16.0% 
DISAGREE STDISAGREE 
(29) 4.3% (33) 4.9% 
AGREE~ STAGREE STAGREE (109) 16.1% (148) 21.9% (268) 39.7% 
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WKU Status of Women Survey 
Question Ratings 
RETAINED 
DISAGREE 
(208) 31.2% 
( 
STDISAGREE 
(134) 20.1% 
':l'-~~'o::r!~~~~,:~~~'~  
'" ' ' · .. f\;· "-•• ',, '"--
STAGREE 
(17) 2.6% 
\T; · '~ ~;f~\~t;?; 
" .' ,., . " ., 'c' "'~ 
" . :/~':~tt:':"·~ ·'f,,;;;. 
.', . " i , ;/;;' . .;,,,. ' ~,:~ ... ",~:: {",!!,'!.;. . 
... ,;;.-~
NEITHER 
(222) 33.3% 
AGREE 
(85) 12.8% 
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NEITHER 
(115) 17. 
SAFE 
AGREE 
(360) 53.7% 
DISAGREE 
19.2% 
-5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
I Opinions ! 
Male Slaff l 
1.87 ! 
2.08 1 
Status or Women Survey Question Means 
by Status and Gender 
, , 
Emplov Workcond Advance Resoecl Decision I Sexual SexpoJicv Retained Safe Waqes 
3.27 2.05 2 1.93 1 1.97 3.64 3.46 2.01 3.56 3.29 
I 3.45 2.18 2.22 2.12 2.14 3.94 3.75 2.13 3.66 13.2 
3.05 3.31 3.29 3.19 3.15 3.06 2.7 3.27 2.08 
I 
3.53 3.19 3.34 3.8 3.54 2.8 3.24 2.11 
I_ Male Faculty _ Male Staff DFemale Faculty IIIFemale Staff I 
Scale: l=Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Neither Agree Nor Disagree, 4=Agree. 5=Strongly Agree. 
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E, 
3.89 
3.65 
3.2 
3.09 2.42 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSflY 
Human Subjects Review Board 
Office of Sponsored Programs 
104 Foundation Buildlllg 
502-745-4652; Fax 502-745-4211 
E-mail: Pbillip.Myers@ Wlru.Edu 
In future correspondence please refer to HS9819, November 20, 1997 
Dr. Judith Hoover 
Department of Communication and Broadcasting 
Western Kentucky Uoiversicy 
Dear Dr. Hoover: 
Your research topic '''Task Force on the Status of Women at WKU," has undergone review by the 
Western Kentucky University IRB for human subjects of researcb and it has been determined that 
risks to subjects are: (1) mjnjmjzed and reasonable; and that (2) research procedures are consistent 
with a sound research design and do not expose the subjects to unnecessary risk. Reviewers 
determined that: (1) benefits to subjects are considered along with the importaDce of the topic and 
that outcomes are reasonable; (2) selection of subjects is equitable: and (3) the purposes of the 
research and the research setting is amenable to subjects' welfare and producing desired outcomes; 
that indications of coercion or prejudice are absent. and that participation is clearly voluntary. 
In addition. the IRB found that: (1) informed consent will be sought and documented from each 
prospective subject; (2) provision is made for collecting. using and storing data in a manner that 
protects the safety and privacy of the subjects and the confidentiality of the data; and (3) that 
appropriate safeguards are included to protect the rights and welfare of the subjects. Please store all 
data securely at an on campus location for a minimum of three years. 
Your research therefore meets the criteria of Expedited review under the institutional human subjects 
protocol and is approved. Copies of your request for human subjects review. your application. and 
this approval, are maintained in the Office Sponsored· Programs at the above address. Please repon 
any changes to this approved protocol to this office. A request to update the protocol or inform the 
HSRB of the conclusion of the project will be sent to you fo r continuing review approximately a year 
from now. Our best wishes for your research. 
~~e~v~--
Director. Office of Sponsored Programs and 
Coordinator. Human Subjects Review Board 
c: Human Subjects Ftle 9819 
HSApprovalHoover 
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APPUCATION FOR APPROVAL OF INVESTIGATIONS 
INVOLVING THE USE OF lIUMAN SUBJECTS 
PLEASE mE OR USE A WORD PROCESSOR 
IN 95'/'7 
\: .- '; ! ~ i .1CCi 
;'11..,; I ; ,I ! ........ , 
Submit by the frrst working Monday of the month for screening prior to the HSRB meeting. 
1. Principal Investigator's Name: Judith Hoover, Chairperson 
Co-Investigator: 
~ -'" , -=>" Department: 1£"';/l)'Cor'r'5 OJ :7i'.::.phone: _ 5291 _ __ _ 
2. If you are a student, provide the following infonnation: 
Faculty Sponsor: _________ ,Department: _____ ~Phone: ___ _ 
Is this your thesis or dissertation research? Yes No __ _ 
3. v Title of project: 7115~ fc/}.c-(;· a l l S"T~?:5· C t~ C'J{)tf!1;';// "/}-F tl,~ti( 
4. Has this project previously been considered by the HSRB? Yes _X_ No __ 
If yes, give approximate date of review June 2S, 1997 
5. Is a proposal for e:tternal support being submitted? Yes __ No_X_ 
If yes, you must submit one complete copy of that proposal as soon as it is available and complete 
the following: 
a, Is notification of Human Subject approval required? Yes ___ No 
b, Is this a renewal application? Yes No 
c. Sponsor's Name: 
d, Project Period: From: To: 
6. You must include copies of all pertinent information such as, a copy of the questionnaire you will 
be using or other survey instruments, infonned consent documents, letters of approval from 
cooperating institutions (e.g., hospitals or other medical facilities andlor clinics, human services 
agencies, individuals such as physicians or other specialists in different fields, etc.), copy of 
external support proposals, etc. 
C:\BOLTONl\Vp\TASKFORC\lRBFORM.WPD 
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NOV 17 ~~ 
In the space below, please provide complete answers to the following questions. 
!. PROPOSED RESEARCH PROJECT 
A. Provide a brief surrunary of the proposed research. Include major bypotheses and research design. 
In January, 1997, a Task Force to conduct a major study on the "Status of Women on 
Campus'" was appointed by then President Meredith and approved by the Board of Regents. The 
Task Force is comprised of twenty-one people, selected to represent all areas of the University 
community, with Dr. Judith Hoover, professor in the Department of Communication and 
Broadcasting as Chair. The Charge given to the Task Force is "To review the status of women 
facnlty and staff employees at Western Kentucky University and to make recommendations for 
specific actions which might be taken to resolve any problems identified by the Task Force." The 
study is to be completed within one year. 
The major hypothesis for the study is that Western Kentucky University women employees 
experience equality with their male colleagues in all areas of University life. Where problems are 
identified in the areas of hiring, compensation, advancement, discrimination, sexual harassment, 
resources, and/or other areas, recommendations for specific actions will be made. 
We are currently seeking approval for the use of a survey that will be administered to 311 
full-time employees ofWKU. 
B. Describe the source(s) of subjects and the selection criteria. Specifically. how did you obtain 
potential subjects, and how will you contact them? 
The subjects will be all full-time employees ofWKU. They will be contacted by mail with a cover 
letter and a survey form. 
Participation will be entirely voluntary and confidentiaJ. 
C:\BOL TON'. WP\T ASKFORC\lRBFORM. WPD 
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C. Infonned consent: Describe the consent process and attach all consent documents. 
"5/, -tJ.. 7 Il e 
J , ~ [.) , / 
~ i '"l \. " ~ 7 "IGC7 Ill,,; f i : ... "" 
Since this is an anonymous mail survey, consent is obtained by the completion of the survey. The 
cover letter states: Your completed responses will mean that you consent to participating in the 
survey. 
D. Procedures: Provide a step-by-step description of each procedure, including the frequency, 
duration, and location of each procedure. 
Surveys and cover letters will be mailed via campus mail to all full-time employees of WKV. Also 
enclosed will be a return envelope in which the completed survey will go. The duration of this 
process will be approximately two weeks. 
Surveys will be scanned and a data me will be generated. 
The data will be statistically analyzed. 
A report will be generated. 
E. How will confidentiality of the data be maintained? 
There will be no names associated with any of the surveys. data nIe, or report. Responses to the 
surveys are simple dosed responses with no opportunity for any names or additional input. 
F. Describe all known and anticipated risks to the subject including side effects, risks of placebo, 
risks ofnonnal treattnent delay, etc. 
No known or anticipated risks to subjects. 
G. Describe the anticipated benefits to subjects, and the importance of the knowledge that may 
reasonably be expected to result. 
Anticipated benefits would apply to all women and other employees at WKU. The study 
will identify problems, if any, in each of tbe study areas for women at WKU and will recommend 
specific remedial actions to address these problem areas and improve the experience for women 
employees. 
Additions or changes in procedures involving human subjects, as well as any problems connected 
with the use of hwnan subjects once the project has begun, must be brought to the attention of the 
HSRB. 
C;IBOLTON\wP\TASKFORC\IRBFORM .'n'PD 
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Xi."": l J .. -
, 1;;"{ ! I 1CC: 
ll. SIGNATURES 
A. I certify that to the best of my knowledge the information presented herein is an accurate reflection 
of the proposed research project. 
PrillCipajiIlvestigator 
(1/14/97 
Dai~ 
Co-Investigator Date 
B. Approval by faculty sponsor (required for all students): 
I affirm the accuracy of this application, and I accept the responsibility for the conduct o f this 
research. the supervision of human subjects, and maintenanc~ of infonned consent documentation 
as required by the HS 
lj;s/11 
Date 
C. Approval by Departmental CommitteeIHead 
I confIrm the accuracy of the information stated in this application. I am familiar with, and 
approve of the procedures that involve human subjects. 
Department Head Date 
D. Advising Physician·: 
I certify that I am a duly licensed physician in the State of Kentucky and that, acting as advising 
physician, I accept the procedures prescribed herein. 
PhysiciaIl 'S Name and Signature 
*Physiclan signature is needed only if the project involves medical procedures and the 
investigator is not a licensed physician. 
C:\BOL TON\ wP\T ASKFORC'JRBFORM. wPD 
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Date 
. 1. .. . 1 
--
Project Title: _ ___________ _________________ _ _ 
Investigator: 
(include name, department and phone of contact person) 
HSRB Determination: 
Exempt from Review ( ) 
( ) Disapproval 
{~-provaJ 
-------------------------------------
(This portion is fo r HSRB use on lv .) 
Expedited Review / Full HSRB Review ( ) 
a. approval, subject to mino r changes 
b. approval in general but requiring major alterations, clarifications or assurances 
c. restricted approval 
Comments; 
'._' 
--. 
II Ii'dn 
Date ' I 
If you bave quest ions regarding review procedures or completion of this HSRB app lication, contact the 
Office of Sponsored Programs: 
Director - Dr. Phillip E. Myers, HSRB Coordinator, (502) 745-4652 
E-mail: phi!lip.myers@wku.edu 
Sponsored Programs Specialist -- Ms. Marilyn Anderson, HSRB Recorder, (502) 745-5852 
E-mail: marilyn .anderson@wku.edu 
C:\OFFICE\WPWINlWPDOCS\[RBFOR. ... r.ZlP 
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WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
STUDY OF THE STATUS OF WOMEN ON CAMPUS 
190 FINE ARTS CENTER 
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY 42101 
November 20, 1997 
Dear WKU Employee: 
You are being asked to fill out.a short survey about the status of women at Western Kentucky 
University. Tills survey is part of the year-long study by the Task Force on the Status of Women 
at WKU. It should take only a few minutes of your time. Your participation is fully voluntary 
and confidentiaL You may quit at any time, and you may refuse to answer any question. If you 
do not wish to participate, please rerum this survey in the enclosed envelope uncompleted. Your 
completed responses will mean that you consent to participate in this survey. Thank yOll for your 
participation. Your input is very valuable to us . 
. On the next page are statements about the status of women at Western Kentucky University. 
There are no right or wrong answers. You are simply expressing your opinions. Please indicate 
how strongly you agree or disagree with each statement by using the following scale: 
SD "" Strongly Disagree D = Disagree N "" Neitber Agree nor Dis3gree A'" Agree SA "" Strongly Agree 
Please fill in bubbles that correspond to the letters above using a number 2 pencil. 
Once you have completed the survey,please enclose it in the envelope provided"to you and return 
it in campus mail no later than Wednesday, December 3,1997. Please do not write your name on 
the envelope or on the survey. 
Thank you again for your participation. 
Sincerely, 
Task Force on the Status of Women at WKU 
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WKU STATUS OF WOMEN SURVEY 
MARKlN_G INSTRUCTIONS 
• Use a No. 2 pencil only. 
• CORRECT: • INCORRECT:./ X • Make solid marks that fill the response completely. 
• Erase cleanly any marks you wish to change. • 
~ listed below is a series of statements about the status of women at WKU. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each statement as it pertains to your work area. 
men have. 
Neither 
Strongly Agree nor Strongly 
Oisagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-~:W~'o/'~1!i~.f!!!fi:mij~'!-l!IiI$SS!j1#lJtDt --__ mK l!ll -
h. Persons in my work area tully understand WKU's policy regarding sexual 
harassment 
h... Using the same scale, please indicate how strongly you agree or 
,...... disagree with each of the following statements as it pertains to WKU. Neither Strongly Agree nor Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree 
a. The WKU campus is a physically safe en\lironment.. ............ ...... .. .... .................. . 
If you mar1<ed SO or 0, which group do you belie\le tends to be more fa\lorably treated? 
~ Males - Females 
For research purposes only, we would like to know the 
following information about you: 
a. Are you (Please fill in one.) Faculty Staff? 
b. Are you . Male Female? 
c. In the spaces provided, 
please write the number of 
years you have wori<ed at 
WKU as a fuJl~time 
employee. Darken the 
corresponding bubbles 
below your entry. 
Thank you for your participation! Please return this form in the enclosed 
envelope by Wednesday, December 3, 1997. 
:::; .::;. ! : : 2 :." 
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-
-
-
-
-
-
-. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
CLIMATE AND CULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE STUDY 
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Climate and Culture Subcommittee Study 
January 28, 1998 
Nine members of the Task Force to Study the Status of Women on Campus volunteered 
to serve on the Climate and Culture Subcommittee. The group decided to pursue the following 
procedures: distribute a memorandum to all employees asking that they list areas of concern 
regarding women's employment on campus; conduct a set of follow-up focus group interviews 
which would provide an opportunity for participating employees to discuss their perceptions of 
women' s working conditions and the resulting effects on employment at Western; and use the 
information from the first two activities to develop and administer a university-wide survey 
which would describe the perceptions and the relative degree of acceptance of all employees of 
women' s employment. 
The first memorandtun was distributed to all full-time employees and to student workers, 
and the following topics emerged from the responses: safety and security of women on campus; 
WKU's sexual harassment policy in terms of knowledge and understanding of it and viewpoints 
regarding its adequacy; respect for equality and treabnent of women at Western; organizational 
culture and how it impacts women at Western; employment, advancement, and job satisfaction 
for women at Western, inclusion or exclusion of women in decision-making roles; pay equity. 
The second step, conducting focus groups, hit a significant snag since it was determined 
that the Task Force should submit its plan for focus group activity to the WKU Human Subjects 
Review Board. That submission was made in May with a target date of June for focus groups 
and individual interviews. The subcommittee members worked with the Chair of the Task Force 
to develop all the req~ired docwnents for the HSRB; these docwnents were submitted in early 
May; various iterations of rej ection were conveyed by the HSRB during late June until a final 
rejection was issued. There was no opportunity for the Subcommittee to make a personal 
appearance at HSRB meetings nor did the HSRB make any request for clarification or further 
information .. At this point it became necessary fo r the Task Force to be represented by its 
chairperson in a series of meetings with the Interim President who attempted to assist in 
acquiring consent from the HSRB. Others present at this series of meetings included some 
members of the HSRB, the University Counsel, and the Chair of the Climate and Culture 
Subcommittee. After lengthy deliberations and delays, the Chair of the HSRB informed the 
Chair of the Task Force that pennission for conducting focus groups was absolutely denied. 
(Task Force representatives were not admitted to any of these HSRB meetings.) 
In July the Chair of the Task Force and the Chair of the Subcommittee attempted to 
develop an alternative method for acquiring information. They went to the HSRB and requested 
permission to hold a series of critical incidents meetings with any University employee who 
would agree to attend and participate. A critical incident questionnaire is a qualitative instrument 
that allows researchers to gather examples or " incidents" that are meaningful to respondents, in a 
short span of time, while protecting the anonymity ofrespondents.* 
' Flanagan, J,e, (1954), The critical incident technique, Psychological BI/Iletill, 51(4). 327·357, 
See al so George, R.T, (1 989, August), Learning by example: The Critical -!ncident Technique, The Comell Hotel alld Restal/ra/ll Admillisrrativt 
Quamrly, 30(2) , 58-60, 
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After a very difficult meeting, the Subcommittee finally received pennission in late July to 
conduct these critical incidents sessions. The meetings for employees to write anonymous 
accounts of critical incidents were held in September for full-time faculty and staff and during 
October for part-time faculty, staff, graduate assistants, and student workers. Responses to the 
written instrwnent were transcribed and then responses to this instrument and to questions 
resulting from the work of the other two subcommittees led to the development of research 
questions which became the base of the campus-wide Survey developed and conducted during 
November. 
Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
Introduction. From the Survey responses regarding the working environment for women 
at WKU, a clear gender split in perception on each topic emerged. For each of the thirteen 
variables covered by the Survey, the responses are statistically significantly different based on 
gender. In each case, females perceive the work environment to be less supportive of women than 
do male respondents. 
With regard to the Critical Incidents Report, there are specific examples provided which 
suggest a similar conclusion. (See of the Critical Incidents Report.) The responses show that in 
eight of nine sets of paired questions, male respondents provided more positive incidents than 
negative incidents; in the ninth set, the responses were equal. In seven of nine sets, females 
provided more negative incidents than positive incidents. In the eighth set several seemingly 
positive responses indicated, however, that women are included as "tokens," or are included in 
all-female activities rather than mixed gender activities. Because these responses indicate a 
difference in the perceptions of males and females about the working conditions of WKU 
employees, we urge a careful examination of the graphs and swnrnary reports included in the 
appendices. 
Infonnation about respondents to the Survey also indicates employment category; 
respondents identified themselves as male or female and faculty, staff or administration. For 
purposes of this analysis, we have divided responses between employment categories of faculty or 
staff with administrative responses included in the latter. Responses to the thirteen items of the 
Survey revealed statistically significantly different perceptions between faculty and staff members 
in all but two areas. There was no significant difference in responses among faculty and staff 
members regarding whether or not the employment of women is a priority or whether or not the 
\VKU campus is a physically safe environment. The respondents indicated a statistically 
significant difference between opinions of males and females on all items. Again, we urge a 
careful examination of the graphs and summary reports included in the appendices. 
L Sexual Harassment. 
A Findings: Responses to the Survey indicate that most respondents believe the 
university'S sexual harassment policy is understood. Note that even though there is general 
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agreement on the statements about sexual harassment in the Survey, there is still a significant 
difference in male/female faculty responses in which male faculty indicate more strongly than do 
female faculty that people in their work areas understand sexual harassment. (See Table 2.) This 
male/female difference is not present among staff responses where males and females report equal 
levels of perceived understanding about sexual harassment. These levels are higher than those 
reported by faculty members. On the other hand, a different picture emerges with respect to 
reported understanding ofWKU's Sexual Harassment Policy. Males claim that employees have a 
clearer understanding of the policy than females claim employees have, and thi s difference is 
present for both faculty and staff members. 
The sixty-five Critical Incidents respondents, however, indicate that this understanding is 
simply ignored in some units. Perceptions of sexual harassment incidents on campus, while 
perhaps sporadic, are clear and strongly defined by certain respondents. Inconsistency appears to 
exist among units regarding the procedures by which reports of sexual harassment are handled. 
(See of the Critical Incidents Report.) Fifty-six positive incidents were listed along with 46 
negative ones. The direct quotations range from a statement about inappropriate comments such 
::::::::=::::::::~" to a direct statement that~'~' :::::~ 
B. Conclusions . Responses to the Survey indicate that faculty and staff members 
generally agree that sexual harassment and WKU's sexual harassment policy are fully understood 
by people in their work areas. However, Critical Incidents responses indicate that sexual 
harassment does exist on Western' s campus, and the WKU policy on sexual harassment is not 
being followed . 
C. Recommendations. Workshops and seminars have not eradicated the problem, so 
other efforts need to be made. Posters should be distributed to all floors in all buildings with a 
strongly worded statement that sexual harassment will not be tolerated. In order to deal with 
specific instances, the University should designate a person, such as an ombudsperson, as an 
individual to whom staff, students, and faculty could present their cases and seek advice. That 
person would be responsible for investigating the situation. 
II. SAFETY 
A. Findings. The responses to the Survey regarding physical safety generally indicated 
that people believe the campus is relatively safe. Still, there is a statistically significant difference 
in male/female responses with males reporting more often than females that the campus is safe. 
(See Table 2.) 
In the Critical Incidents Report, 84 women and 18 men responded with 50 positive and 52 
negative incidents cited. Specific areas of the campus were perceived as unsafe . (These are listed 
on the~~la:':t :p:ag:e:o:f:t:h:e:c:n:.t:ic:a:l:ln:c:i:de:niti'iRieiVOirt.) The comment from~o:n:e:=::::= Chilli; g: i 
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B. Conclusions. The numerous safety problems/areas mentioned in these responses 
warrant action. 
C. Recommendations. The University should add more lighting in specific areas, install 
more emergency call boxes, and increase foot and bicycle police patrols in the interior of the 
campus by reallocating some automobile patrols from the periphery. The University should also 
review the campus in light of specific spots of danger which are mentioned in the responses. (See 
Critical Incidents Report.) 
III. WORK ENVIRONMENT 
A. Findings. Responses to every item about the work environment in the Survey 
indicate a statistical difference between perceptions of males and females and between faculty and 
staff employees. Generally. males see the work environment as more favorable for females than 
do females. and faculty view the work environment as more favorable for females than do staff 
members. 
Instances were given in the Critical Incidents responses which relate such behaviors as 
name-calling. dehumanizing behaviors, and intolerance or devaluing of women. Instances were 
listed which range from derogatory remarks about the Women's Studies Program to sitUations in 
which women custodians were cleaning restrooms and men walked in, used the urinals, and 
verbally abused the women. One respondent observed that men are shown respect by others' use 
of their titles, though women are called by their first names, clearly a sign . 
••••• !II!II .. " (See the Critical Incidents Report.) (There were a total of 
responses to this item including 204 positive incidents and 228 negative examples.) 
B. Conclusions. Male Survey respondents generally view the work environment for 
females as positive; female Survey respondents generally disagree. Critical Incidents respondents 
indicate that women at Western continue to have difficulty in achieving job satisfaction, respect, 
opportunities to participate in decision-making activities, and equity in employee evaluation. 
C. Recommendations. The University should investigate the conditions of Western's 
interpersonal intra- and interdepartmental work environment and develop programs for 
eliminating problems. 
IV. COMPENSATION 
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A. Findings. The Survey results indicate that males are generally undecided about the 
comparability of wages between males and females, while females generally believe that wages 
are not comparably assigned. This pattern is the same for both faculty and staff respondents. 
The Critical Incidents Report included 19 direct negative comments and two others 
regarding allocation of travel funds to persons in parallel positions. Although this may not appear 
to be a large number of responses, they emerged in spite of the fact that we did not ask for critical 
incidents . disparity in compensation. Instances such as the following were given: 
B. Conclusions. Despite WKU's efforts in recent years, respondents report a perception 
that there is disparity in pay between males and females performing comparable work. 
C. Recommendations. The University should address inequities in compensation and 
actively engage in educating the University community about compensation issues. 
V. ADVANCEMENT 
A. Findings. On the issue of opportunity for advancement, males view the opportunity 
for females to advance at WKU more favorably than do female respondents to the Survey. In 
addition, there is a smaller, but statistically reliable, effect for faculty/staff. Faculty generally 
view the opportunity for advancement for females more favorably than do staff members. (See 
Table 2.) 
The Critical Incidents Report (a total of 107 responses) gives some specific problematic 
examples, such as tailored job searches which were designed for specific men and the failure to 
include a woman as finalist in the latest presidential search. In fact , the multiple references to the 
Vice President for Academic Affairs underline that she is the only woman to serve as a vice 
president in the history of this university. (See the .:. ;;=;~;;. 
B. Conclusions. Female respondents to the Survev report that women do not have the 
same opportunities for appointment or advancement that men enjoy at Western. Male respondents 
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general ly disagree. 
C. Recommendations. The University should develop, promote, and adhere to a rigid 
policy designed to increase the number of women at all levels of upper administration in non-
academic areas as well as academic, including academic department headships, deanships, vice 
presidencies, and the presidency. 
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